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Summary 

In the Accelerator Physics group of the Eindhoven University of Technology, a 75 Me V 
racetrack microtron, the Racetrack Mierotrou Eindhoven (RTME) is under development. 
A travelling wave 10 Me V linear accelerator (linac) serves as an injector for the RTME. 
For the periadie part of the accelerating structure of the linac, a Hamiltonian theory has 
been developed for studying the beam dynamics, using a new formulation for low 
energies. The Haruilton theory does not incorporate space charge. The results of the 
Hamiltonian calculations are compared to results of the new code General Partiele Tracer 
(GPT), giving very good agreement. 

Another Hamiltonian, which is an extension of the Hamiltonian used for the linac, has 
been developed for the calculations of the accelerating structure (cavity) of the RTME. 
The results of Hamiltonian calculations are compared to the code GPT and the code 
PARMELA, giving excellent agreement between all calculations with the different 
packages. 
Further the complete RTME has been implemented in GPT, in order to be able to do 
calculations of space charge effects, which has notbeen done for the RTME until now. 
Also the emittance of bunches of electrans and the effect of space charge on them has 
been investigated. 
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Introduetion 

1 Introduetion 

In this introduetion the contents of the present study, a beam dynamics simulation study 
of the accelerator combination "LinacJO-RTME", is presented. The aim of this report is 
to present results of calculations with a general partiele tracing computer code on these 
accelerators. Further, Hamiltonian calculations on these accelerators have been carried 
out and will be compared to results of the calculations with the computer code. Parts of 
the Hamiltonians used were studied in an earlierstage in the group and in this report the 
Hamiltonians are further developed. The accelerators are described in section 1.2 and 
1.3. A description of various numerical codes used throughout this study is given zn 
section I.4. The outline and contents ofthis report are presented insection 1.5. 

1.1 The linac-RTME combination 

At the Eindhoven University of Technology an accelerator combination consisting of a 
travelling wave linear accelerator (linac) and the Race!rack Microtron Eindhoven 
(RTME) is being built. This project is carried out in the group FTV (Physics and 
Applications of Accelerators) of the department of Applied Physics of the TUE. The 
project also falls in the framework of the Research School CPS, "Centrum voor 
Plasmafysica en Stralingstechnologie". The aim of the development of the linac-RTME 
combination is to build a facility which generates electromagnetic radiation and delivers 
electrons in the medium energy range. Actually, originally the RTME was meant to be 
used as an injector for the storage ring EUTERPE, but this project was canceled. Now the 
emphasis is entirely on accelerator studies and generation of radiation through various 
mechanisms. 
The accelerator combination consists of a linear accelerator of 10 Me V [HAM97], and a 
racetrack microtron [WEB94] of 75 Me V which has been designed and built at the TUE. 
A beam transport line serves as a coupling between the linac and the RTME [LEE96]. 
These accelerators will bedescribed in more detail below insection 1.2 and 1.3. 
Studies on these accelerators include the electron beam dynamics in both machines, 
predictions of intensity, energy spread and phase width of the emerging beams and for 
the RTME in particular investigations of effects of misalignments, space charge, various 
instahilities etc .. 
The applications of the racetrack microtron lie mainly in the area of generating 
electromagnetic radiation as stated before. We think of mechanisms like transition 
radiation, channeling radiation, Cherenkov radiation, free electron laser experiments with 
(micro)undulators, and others. Possibly a future conneetion with the current microbunch 
project of FTV can be realized. 

1.2 The linear accelerator 

A schematic layout of the linear accelerator is given in fig. l.I. The I 0 Me V linear 
accelerator is an 'old' medica! linac. At the Catharina hospita) in Eindhoven it was used 
for cancer treatment. 
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In the following we refer to the elements of fig. 1.1 The trigger pulse generator triggers 
the pulse forming network, which produces a 100 A, 40 kV pulse. This high voltage pulse 
is simultaneously delivered to the magnetron and the electron gun. The magnetron then 
_n_ ·) 2 3 

7 10 4 2 

Figure 1.1: The linear accelerator: 1) trigger pul se generator, 2) pul se forming network, 
3) magnetron, 4) RF window, 5) isolator, 6) group of focusing coils, 7) steering 
coils, 8) electron gun, 9) focusing coil, 10) group of focusing coils, IJ) RF 
Ioad, 12) insulating disk, 13) faraday cup. 

Table 1.1: Parameters of the linac. 

Length (m) 
Average gradient (MV /m) 
Electron energy (Me V) 
FWHM energy spread (%) 
macro pulse current (mA) 
Operating frequency (MHz) 
pulse repetition rate (Hz) 
pul se duration (J..Ls) 
filling time (!.ts) 

2.25 
4.4 

JO 
3.5 
50 

2998 
50,150,300 

1.7 
0.5 
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produces an RF pul se of 3 GHz frequency and in the electron gun 40 ke V electrans are 
produced. The electrans in the linac are accelerated by a summation of different 
transversal modes of travelling electromagnetic waves. By varying the distance between 
the disks, the phase velocity of the electromagnetic wave is matched to the increasing 
velocity of the electrons. After a certain distance the electrans are highly relativistic and 
from then on the structure of the waveguide has to be periodic. At the end of the linac the 
remainder of the EM wave is separated from the electrans via a mode transformer. Table 
1.1 Iists some parameters of the linac. 

1.3 The Racetrack Mierotrou Eindhoven 

The electrans which leave the linac are guided to the Race!rack Microtron Eindhoven 
(RTME) by the beam-transport line. The beam-transport line also matches the six 
dimensional emittance of the linac to the acceptance of the RTME. In chapter 2, these 
concepts (emittance, acceptance) will be defined. Fig. 1.2 shows a picture of the RTME 
and the beam-transport line. After injection in the RTME the electrans are bent in the 
right bending magnet and are accelerated by an electromagnetic field in the cavity. Then, 
they are bent in the left bending magnet, enter the right bending magnet again and return 
to the cavity. The process described is repeated 11 times. In the last turn, electrans 
experience a weaker magnetic field in the bending magnet and are extracted. The cavity 
is a standing-wave structure and consists of 9 accelerating and 8 coupling cells. Each 
time the electrans pass the cavity they gain a maximum energy of approximately 5 Me V, 
so the final energy after 13 cavity traversals is 75 MeV. On each return path the beam 
passes a beam-position monitor, a correction magnet and once again a beam-position 
monitor. The monitors are both for monitoring position and indirectly the phase of the 
beam; the correction magnets correct for field inhomogenity of the left and right rnain 
bending rnagnets. 

1.4 Numerical codes 

Throughout this study several numerical codes have been ernployed for the calculation of 
partiele trajectories in the accelerators that were the topic of our study, namely the 
racetrack microtron, the 10 MeV linac and the accelerating standing wave linac in the 
rnicrotron, 'the racetrack microtron cavity'. In the following we give a briefdescription 
of each of them. 
The General Partiele Tracer (GPT) [GPT97] is a simulation platform for the study of 
charged partiele dynamics in electromagnetic fields. The code is three dimensional, 
ineluding space charge effects. lt perfarms calculations based on first principles, rnainly a 
direct salution of the equations of motion which contain the Lorentz force. lt uses a 5th 
order Runga-Kutta integrator with adaptive stepsize control for the salution of the 
relativistic equations of motion in time domain. GPT has special features which make it 
very convenient for undulator systems and beam loading in linacs [GEE99]. 
The program TRANSPORT [TRA80] has been used for many years in many laboratories 
all over the world, mostly for the initia} design of beam transport lines. lt uses the matrix 
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methods based on the paraxial approximation. In the matrix method ion optica! elements 
are represented either by two-by-two matrices for the transverse opties or six-by-six 
matrices for calculating movements in full phase space. 
Parmela [PAR94] is a well established code for partiele tracking in linear accelerators 
and was developed at the Los Alamos laboratories. Although often applied or used the 
physics contained in Parmela is not very clear and for many users worldwide treated as a 
black box. 
In the group a numerical model called BANBA [WEB94] [THE99] has been developed, 
especially for the calculation of the orbits in the RTME. The program does not 
incorporate space charge. This program has been developed as a library of functions and 
procedures using PASCAL. It uses measured field maps of the bending magnets and an 
estimated field map for the correction dipoles. Further, the program uses a fourth-order 
Runga-Kutta integration to calculate the orbits from the equations of motion of a charged 
partiele in a magnetic field. The partiele motion in the cavity is calculated by using a 
model for the partieleEM-field interaction [ROS94]. 
A numerical package has been constructed during the study described in this thesis for 
the calculation of partiele trajectories in linear accelerating structures, based on equations 
developed on the basis of the Hamilton formalism. In this theory the space charge force is 
absent, as this is hard to model in the Hamilton framework. This package consists of 
separate programs for the different accelerator structures, namely for the RTM cavity and 
the 10 Me V linac. 

1.5 Contents of this report 

The purpose of this study is twofold. First, the aim is to carry out partiele trajectory 
calculations with the simulation code GPT. This code was recently brought into our 
group, and because of the implementation of space charge, it has been examined for our 
microtron. Second, the Hamiltonian theory set up by [HAG92],[LEE96] was further 
developed. The aim is to investigate the consistency and usefulness of the Hamiltonian 
theory with commercial codes such as GPT, and the code Parmela. In general the 
agreement between both types of entirely different methods turns out to be excellent, as 
will be shown in this thesis. The Hamiltonian theory does not incorporate space charge 
effects, so no comparison can be made about this with codes like GPT. 
Although it may seem a bit unlogical, we start this thesis with investigations regarding 
the Racetrack Microtron. Chapter 2 deals with the implementation of the RTME in the 
particle-tracking code GPT. The aim is the investigation of space charge effects for the 
microtron. This has not been done previously for the RTME. GPT needs a complete 
description of the electric and magnetic field. Therefore a calculation is presented of all 
magnetic field components in and out of the median plane, based on a measured magnetic 
field map, which only describes the field in the median plane in the vertical direction. 
Then, the correction magnets on the electroos return paths are implemented in GPT. In 
order to optimize the performance of the RTME with GPT, small adjustments of the 
magnetic field and position of the bending magnets with respect to each other are needed. 
Calculations of these adjustments are given. Then, the results of calculations on the 
RTME as implemented in GPT are presented. These results consist of longitudinal and 
transversal acceptance calculations and calculations of emittance growth as a result of 
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space charge effects in electron bunches. Finallyin chapter 2, an overall condusion of the 
performance of the RTME in GPT is given. 

MEDIAN PLANE VIEW 

EXTRACTION 

/ 

I I I I 
0 10 20 30 cm 

_!l~m~-~ 

'\ bending magnets 

~-~ 
FRONT VIEW 

centrol vocuum tank 

Figure 1.2 The RTME and beam-transport line 

Chapter 3 presents Hamiltonian calculations on the cavity of the RTME and on the 
perioctic structure of the travelling-wave linac LlO with and without solenoidal magnetic 
field. In section 3.1 the Hamiltonian which is used for the RTME cavity, and the resulting 
equations of motion are given. Further, results of calculations basedon these equations of 
motion are presented. Section 3.2 and 3.3 give the equations of motion for the 10 Me V 
linac and the numerical results of both Haruilton and GPT calculations. The equations of 
motion are also given for the case without and for the case with electromagnetic RF field 
for checking the consistency with e1ementary situations. Results of calculations for both 
cases arealso given. Insection 3.4 conclusions of the results of chapter 3 are presented. 

Chapter 4 presents the overall conclusions of the work done. 
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2 Implementing the RTME in GPT 

The aim of this chapter is to investigate space charge effects in the racetrack microtron. 
This has not been studied before, neither numerically (with BANBA) nor analytically. 
Because of the relatively high injection energy and the low beam current, we do not 
expect space charge to play an important role. However, with the availability of GPT this 
topic can be treated. In the numerical program GPT space charge calculations can be 
performed. Measured field maps of the bending magnets have been used in GPT. The 
measured field maps however, do not contain all the three cartesian components of the 
magnetic field, needed in GPT. Therefore, the missing components have been calculated 
from the measured field map data. In the RTME correction magnets are necessary for 
obtaining closed orbits. Initia! strengths for these have been taken over from BANBA. 
With these data bending angles in the correction magnets have been calculated. In order 
to get minimum deviations in phase for all successively orbits of the central partiele in 
the bunch with respect to the cavity RF wave the orbit lengths in GPT have to be 
optimized. An optimization procedure is given. Then, results of longitudinal and 
transversal acceptance calculations for a single partiele are given. Emittance calculations 
on a bunch of particles are regarded including the effect of space charge. Finally, this 
chapter ends with a conclusion. 

2.1 The magnetic field map 

Magnetic field measurements have been performed in the median plane of both the right 
and left bending magnet of the microtron [WEB94], in particular only measurements of 
the vertical component. In GPT, field maps of the magnetic field can be inserted, which 
provide data for the trajectory calculations. The input needed by GPT are the cartesian 
co-ordinates x, y, z, the three cartesian componentsof the magnetic field Bx, B,., Bz and an 
additional sealing factor for the magnetic field, to be used for different magnet excitation 
current settings. For the RTME geometry the x and z co-ordinates are in the median 
plane, and y perpendicular to it. The input is not only neededat the median plane, but also 
at two planes parallel to the median plane. In the total volume enclosed by the parallel 
planes, values of the magnetic field are obtained by linear interpolation. In the median 
plane the components Bx and Bz are zero, because of the symmetry of the bending magnet 
with respect to this plane. But in a parallel plane, slightly above or below the median 
plane, Bx and Bz are not equal to zero. These components have to be calculated for use in 
GPT, which is explained below. 

In magnetostatics the following relation holds: 

(2.1) 

For small .1.x, L1y, ..1z Eq. (2.1) implies: 
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118 118,. 
__ z ---· =0, 

11y /1z 
(2.2) 

Wedefine the y co-ordinate as the co-ordinate perpendicular to the median plane. Then 
Bx = B1 = 0 in the median plane, and the first two equations in Eq. (2.2) imply 

(2.3) 

The y-component of the magnetic field in a parallel plane shifted with respect to the 
median plane is taken to be equal to the y-component of the magnetic field in the median 
plane, thus: 

B,. I r=t.y zBl' I r=O . (2.4) 

In this way the three components of the magnetic field, slightly above and below the 
median plane, as required by GPT, have been determined for the measured magnetic field 
map. 

2.2 The rnagnetic field in the correction magnets 

The left and right bending magnet are not totally homogeneous, because they have a field 
dip towards the centre of the bending magnets. This is a reason why the total bending 
angle between entering and leaving the sector magnets has a small deviation from 180°. 
Therefore, in the RTME, it is necessary to use correction magnets, such that closedorbits 
are obtained, turn by turn [WEB94]. The total number of correction magnets is 12. The 
correction magnets have been implemented in GPT in the same way as is done in 
[WEB94]. A trapezoidal field shape along the longitudinal direction has been taken, see 
fig. 2.1. This model is implemented in GPT by means of a field map. The ideal values of 
the magnetic field of the different correction magnets are given in table 2.1, (from 
[WIT99]). The corresponding bending angles L!cp arealso given. 



The RTME in GPT 

B 

100 

140 

Figure 2.1 Trapezoidal magnetic field shape in the correction magnets, distances are 
given in mm in the longitudial direction, which is the z-direction. 

Table 2.1 Calculated values of the magnetic field of the correction magnets. 

Orbit number T(MeV) Bnunl Gauss) flep( 0) 

1 15 105.408 1.4 
2 20 201.95 2.1 
3 25 226.965 1.9 
4 30 268.286 1.8 
5 35 280.444 1.7 
6 40 276.807 1.4 
7 45 274.609 1.3 
8 50 234.375 1.0 
9 55 182.617 0.7 
10 60 77.393 0.3 
I 1 65 -37.329 -0.1 
12 70 -229.053 -0.7 

2.3 Adjustment of the magnetic field in the bending magnets 

In order to get optimum acceleration in the cavity, the lengths of individual orbits have to 
be considered and optimized. Therefore, they are compared to ideal orbit Jengths in every 
orbit. In this section a calculation method is applied to optimize the orbit lengths. 
The total length of the closed individual orbits is not calculated in GPT. However, this 
total length is very important because the electron must enter the cavity every time at 
about the same phase. The phase of the electron with respect to the RF wave in the cavity 
depends on the initia! injection phase, on the length of the orbit and the velocity of the 
electron. Table 2.2 presents the orbit number, the energy, the ideal and the real orbit 
length in the RTME as calculated from GPT output. The ideal orbit length is the one 
obtained by successively adding two RF wavelengths, i.e. 20 cm, to the previous value. 
Fig. 2.2 shows the difference between the orbit length in GPT and the ideal orbit length 
as a function of the orbit number and a linear fit of these. In the ideal case, this fit should 
coincide with the horizontal line 8S = 0. This can be achieved by adjusting the magnetic 
field in, and the distance between, the right and left bending magnet The difference 
between the fitted values at orbit number 1 and 12 is 1 mm, (see fig. 2.2) and the 
following relation holds 
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11!1 - 11!12 = 10-3' (2.5) 

with L1li the 
difference bet 

value at orbit i of the fit. This fit is a first order polynomal fit of the 
ween the orbit length in GPT and the ideal orbit 1ength. The orbit length of 

RTMEcan be orbit i in the 
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2.2 Difference between the orbit length in GPT and the idea1 orbit Iength 
netion of the orbit number, and a linear fit. 

Table 2.2 Ideal and real orbit lengths from GPT. 

Orbit number T(MeV) I deal orbit length Re al orbit length 
(m) (m) 

I 15 2.6 2.601226 
2 20 2.8 2.798849 
3 25 3.0 2.997472 
4 30 3.2 3.196278 
5 35 3.4 3.395438 
6 40 3.6 3.594840 
7 45 3.8 3.794708 
8 50 4.0 3.994937 
9 55 4.2 4.195242 
10 60 4.4 4.396664 
11 65 4.6 4.597497 
12 70 4.8 4.799905 
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approximated by S; "'2L+2nf5;,, where L is the distance between the two bending 

magnets, and where P; is the mean radius in the bending magnets, i.e. P; = P; /(eB,.), with 

B,. the magnetic field in the bending magnet, p; the momenturn of the electron in the orbit 
i, and e the charge of the electron. Hence: 

11S; "'2n-11B,. =-2n- --="'-2n- --, dfJ; ( P; JI1B,. (T; J11B,. 
dB, e B,2 ec B,2 

(2.7) 

with T; the kinetic energy and using T; = p;c at energies E; high compared to the rest 
energy ofthe electron. Making L1S 12 - L1S1 equal to L1l1 - L1l12 then implies 

(2.8) 

Thus 

11B, = ecB,. *I0_3 

B,. 2n(T1 -T12 ) , 
(2.9) 

and B,. = 0.524 T then implies L1B,./ B,. = -0.045 %. 

Thus with this value of L1Br!B,. L1S12 - L1S1 = 10-3
, or for all orbit numbers i in the range 1 

to 12: 

(2.1 0) 

and 

(2.11) 

The Jinear equation of the linear fit in fig. 2.2, as a function of the orbit number i, is given 
by 

(2.12) 

and 

(2.13) 

and this expression is thus independent of the orbit number i. This means that with this 
value of L1B,. I B,. the mean orbit length becomes 1. 7273 mm too short. But they can be 
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made longer by moving the right and left bending magnet, along the z-axis which 
coincides with the cavity axis, closer to each other. The displacement of one of the 
bending magnets is then equal to 1.7273 I 2 ::::: 0.8637 mm. After the correction of the 
magnetic field of the bending magnets and the displacement of the bending magnets, the 
values of the different orbit lengths have been determined once again. They are given in 
the rightmost column of table 2.3, tagether with the orbit number, the energy and the 
ideal orbit length. 

Table 2.3 Ideal obit lengtbs and orbit lengtbs in GPT 

Obit number T(MeV) I deal orbit length Re al orbit length 
(m) (m) 

I 15 2.6 2.603230 
2 20 2.8 2.800938 
3 25 3.0 2.999657 
4 30 3.2 3.198549 
5 35 3.4 3.397789 
6 40 3.6 3.597274 
7 45 3.8 3.797237 
8 50 4.0 3.997554 
9 55 4.2 4.197952 
10 60 4.4 4.399458 
11 65 4.6 4.600379 
12 70 4.8 4.802864 

Fig. 2.3 gives the difference after the correction procedure between the orbit length in 
GPT and the ideal orbit length as function of the orbit number. The maximum absolute 
difference is smaller than 3.5 mm. 
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Figure 2.3 Difference between the orbit length in GPT and the ideal orbit length 
as function of the orbit number after correction. 

2.4 Results of acceptance and emittance calculations on the RTME in GPT. 

In this section results of calculations on the RTME are presented, namely the longitudinal 
and transverse acceptance calculations for a single particle. Further, results of emittance 
calculations on a bunch of particles, with different number of particles in the bunch, are 
shown. 
Fig. 2.4 shows the results of the longitudinal acceptance calculations. Longitudinal 

acceptance calculations provide those energy-phase combinations at injection for which 
the electrans are successfully accelerated in the RTME. The initia) divergence is taken to 
be zero and injection occurs at the axis in the cavity of the RTME. Electrans outside the 
acceptance of the RTME apparently are intercepted at a physical boundary in the 
machine. In fig. 2.5 the transversal co-ordinates lie in the median plane, and position and 
divergence are denoted by x and x', the derivative of x with respect to the longitudinal 
co-ordinate, with respect to the cavity axis. In fig. 2.6 the transversal co-ordinates are 
perpendicular to the median plane and are denoted by y and y'. In GPT we defined the 
Iimits for acceptance by x = 1. I m and x = -0.1 m in the median plane with respect to the 
cavity axis. Also, a time interval has been chosen to be (47 m)/c s, between the moment 
the electrons are injected and the electrons areabout to be extracted. 
Fig. 2.5 and 2.6 show the results of the transverse acceptance calculations. The conditions 
are the same as for the longitudinal acceptance calculations. This is a much less stringent 
condition than as what would be imposed by the real boundaries in the RTME. For the 
last calculations, the transversal co-ordinate y also has to be limited, because the gap 
within the bending magnets and cavity is limited. Both transversal acceptance 
calculations are performed with an initial energy of 9.85 Me V and phase of 0 degrees at 
injection in the cavity. 
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Figure 2.4 Longitudinal acceptance of the RTME as implernented in GPT. 
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Figure 2.5 Tranversal acceptance in the rnedian plane of the RTME in GPT. 
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Figure 2.6 Transversal acceptance perpendicular to the median plane of the RTME in 
GPT. 

Figure 2.7 presents the results for different number of macro particles in a bunch, after 
each round at the cavity axis, just before the cavity is entered. The initia! number of 
macro particles is 61, 91, 127 and 169. The crosses in the figure present calculations with 
fixed space charge of -3.3 pC, the circles without space charge. It is observed that 
partiele loss occurs during acceleration in the microtron. Moreover, there is not a 
substantial difference between calculations with and without space charge. The bunch has 
an energy spread of 0.1 MeV, the minimum energy in the bunch is 9.82 MeV and the 
maximum energy 9.92 Me V. The lengthof the bunch is 0.5 cm. The front of the bunch 
has an initia! phase of 13° and the end an initia! phase of -5°. This exceeds the 
longitudinal acceptance width. These data have been calculated in appendix G. Further a 
listing of the input file for GPT of the emittance calculations is given in this appendix. In 
fig. 2.4 it is seen that the longitudinal acceptance not fully matches with this bunch size, 
thus some particles are lost somewhere in the RTME. 
Figure 2.8 presents two-dimensional emittance calculations in the x-direction just before 
the cavity is entered, with an initia} number of macro particles of 169 and -3.3 pC space 
charge and without space charge. It is observed that again space charge effects don't play 
an important role for the final emittance. The initia! emittance was practically zero. 
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2.5 Condusion 

In section 2.3 a procedure to optimize the orbit lengthof the individual orbits at different 
energies is given. Orbit lengtbs have been determined before and after the optimization. 
In fig. 2.2 the curve represents orbit lengtbs before optimization and in fig. 2.3 orbit 
lengtbs after optimization are presented. In fig. 2.3 it is seen that the mean difference is 
about zero. Further, the maximum absolute difference is smaller than 3.5 mm. Thus, the 
maximum deviation in phase between two successively cavity entrances is smaller than 
3.5e-3 (m)* 360 I (c * T) = 0.35 * 360 I 10 :::::: 13°. This explains that it is necessary to 
optimize the orbit lengths. In the real RTME, orbit lengtbs cannot be optimized by 
adjusting the distance between the bending magnets, because these bending magnets are 
fixed in a construction. Thus orbit lengtbs in the RTME have to be optimized in another 
way. 

The magnet parameters as taken over from the numerical program BANBA have been 
optimized in GPT to get optimum acceleration in the RTME. This means that the 
optimized parameters in BANBA are not equal to the optimized parameters in GPT. 
However, the changes in the parameters are small, namely 0.045 %of the magnetic field 
value in the bending magnets, and an increase in distance between the bending magnets 
of 0.86 mm which is about 0.086 % relative increase in distance. Here we observe a 
difference between the codes BANBA and GPT, which has to be further sorted out. 

In [LEE96] results of longitudinal and transversal acceptance calculations are given, done 
with the RTME numerical program BANBA. Only the Jongitudinal acceptance 
calculations do not deviate much from the calculations done here. In the transversal 
acceptance calculations there is a big difference. Acceptance calculations depend on 
boundaries of positions and divergences, which may not be crossed. Physical boundaries 
have to be described in a different manner in BANBA and in GPT, which can explain 
partly the differences between the acceptance calculations. The difference between the 
numerical program and GPT is the implementation of the cavity. In the numerical 
program this cavity is implemented by means of a model of the cavity, while in GPT the 
'real' cavity (i.e. using a more complete field description) is used in the calculations. For 
the left and right bending magnet the samefield map is used in GPT as in the numerical 
program. Also the correction magnet values in GPT and in the numerical program are the 
same. Apparently, the transversal acceptance calculations are very sensitive to differences 
in implementation of the RTME in GPT and in the numerical model BANBA. 

Differences in calculations with and without space charge are small, according to the fig. 
2.7 to 2.8. The difference in the number of macro particles in fig. 2.7 is very smal!. 
Differences in emittance calculations are relatively larger, but they decrease if the 
number of macro particles grows. Thus, according to the calculations done in this 
chapter, the conclusion that space charge effects in the RTME are not large, is justified, 
as expected. 1t is to be recommended that bunch currents be increased for the RTM in 
GPT, in order to see when space charge effects become important. 
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3 Numerical calculations on the RTME-cavity and on the Linac 

In this chapter numerical simulations on the RTME cavity and on the JO MeV linac are 
presented. Hamiltonian calculations on these accelerators have been carried out and will he 
compared to results of the calculations with the computer codes Parme/a and GPT, which 
perfarm individual partiele tracking. Parts of the used Hamiltonians were developed in an 
earlierstage in the group and in the appendices the Hamiltonians are further developed. The 
aim is to investigate the consistency and usefulness of the calculations with the earlier 
mentioned computer codes. The Hamiltonians have been developed as in principle this leads 
to more insight into the main behaviour ofthe partiele motion, e.g. hy considering the effect of 
separate terms that appear in the electromagnetic field description, or the importance of 
calculations up to certain order. As an example, a description using a Hamiltonian expanded 
up to quadratic terms, i.e. providing a linear theory, proved to he very successful for the 
RTME cavity [HAM97}. As a result, Hamiltonian calculations can be Jaster than straight 
forward partiele tracking. Disadvantages of the Hamiltonian theory are the restrietion to 
calculations of the behavior of single particles and the restrietion to accelerating structures 
which are periodic andfor which the vector potential can bedescribed analytically. Section 
3.1 is dedicated to the Hamiltonian calculations on the RTME cavity. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 
deal with Hamiltonian calculations on the JO Me V linac. 

3.1 Orbit dynamics in the Eindhoven Racetrack Mierotrou cavity 

In this section the Hamiltonian and the equations of motion for electrans in the RTME cavity 
are given. Earlier, a Hamilton theory with a linearized vector potential was described 
[LEE96]. The results of the calculations with the equations of motion contained in this 
Hamiltonian, especially at low energies, were a little bit disappointing, not in the salution of 
the longitudinal equations, but in the salution of the transversal equations of motion. In farmer 
calculations absolute differences of up to nearly 5% of the initial position were obtained in the 
salution of the transversal equations. Therefore, a non-linearized Hamiltonian theory has been 
developed, making use of some of the generating functions from the old Hamiltonian theory. 
In appendix A the derivation of the Hamiltonian K2 for the RTME cavity, and in appendix D 
and E the derivation of the Hamiltonian K1 and the manipulation of the equations of motion 
for the linac is presented. In this section the results of the energy, position and divergence 
calculations using the equations of motion contained in Hamiltonian K2 are given. 
For the linear structure of the RTME cavity, it is convenient to use cylindrical co-ordinates, 
with z the longitudinal position. Then, relativistic motion of electrans is described by the 
relativistic Hamiltonian H 

I 

H ~{E; +(p, -eA, )2
c

2 +( p: -eA8 J c
2 +(r, -eA,f c 2 r, (3.1) 

in which the following symbols are used: 

H the energy of the electrons, 
Er the rest energy of the electrons, 

p; the canonic momenta in the direction of coordinate i in cylindrical coordinates, 
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e the charge of the electrons, 
Ai the vectorpotential in the direction of coordinate i, 
r the radius in cylindrical coordinates at which electrans move. 

Using the non-linearized vector potential of the RTME cavity [LEE96] and performing 
several manipulations, we finally obtain Hamiltonian K2 Eq. (3.2) which reads: 

(3.2) 

The symbols in this equation are listed below: 

k1 the propagation constant of the main accelerating wave with mode 0 in the cavity, 
k the propagation constant in vacuum, 
k11 the propagation constant of mode n in the cavity, 

2 2 k2 an=kn- ' 

h the scaled energy in the cavity, 
e,. the scaled rest energy of the electron, 
n,. the scaled radial kinetic momentum, 
Jre the scaled angular momentum in the longitudinal direction, 
€11 the scaled Fourier coefficients of the electromagnetic field, 
D the celllength in the cavity, 
z the longitudinal coordinate, 
kç the phase of the partiele with respect to the main accelerating wave and 
/ 0 the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order 0. 

In search for the solutions for the longitudinal motion, first the central salution of radial 

motion r = 0 and 7re = lrr = 0 is substituted in the Hamiltonian K2 : 

~ 2 2 . l21Cn J kr K, =- h -e,. + Lf 11 sm -z+kÇ +-h. 
n D k 

(3.3) 

The longitudinal equations of motion contained by this Hamiltonian read: 

dh êJK, (21Cn ) -=----· = I.-E 11 kcos -z+kc; , 
dz êJÇ " D 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

with vd the velocity of the electron and vrthe phase-velocity of the main accelerating wave, i.e. 
the right-travelling wave. 

From K2 the transversal equations of motion are obtained: 
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(3.6) 
dr 'dK2 n,. 
-=-=-;====~== 
dz 'dn,. 

l )
2 

2 2 2 lre h -e -n - -r r 
r 

de 'dK2 n0 - =- = --;===~f::::=== 
dz 'dn0 

This systern of coupled first order ordinary differential equations for rand n,. is non-linear in r 
and n,. but can be linearized by the approxirnations 

This results in the originallinear equations given by [HAM97]. 
Fig. 3.1 shows the results of the energy calculations at initia! kinetic energy of 10 Me V using 
Eqs (3.4) and (3.5), at initia! phases iJJ = kç(O) of 0°, 60°, 90° and 180°, cornpared with 
Parrnela and GPT sirnulations. The curves resulting frorn the two different rnethods of 
calculation coincide for all four values. It is seen that the agreement in the energy calculation 
is very good. 
The partiele phase is not provided by Parrnela and GPT, so a cornparison of partiele phases is 
not possible. But because of good agreement in the energy calculation, the agreement in phase 
must also be good. Fig. 3.2 depiets Harniltonian calculations and Parrnela and GPT 
sirnulations of partiele trajectmies for 10 Me V injection energy and for the sarne injection 
phases as in fig. 3.1. The left side of the figure shows the partiele injected parallel to the z-axis 
at a displacement of 4 rnrn frorn the axis. Maximurn differences between the Haruilton 
calculations and the tracking sirnulations are about 0.5% of the displacement frorn the axis at 
injection. The right side shows the partieles, injected at the axis with an initia! divergence of 
10 rnrad. Differences in calculations in divergence (= r') areabout 2% of the amplitude of the 
oscillation in divergence. Because n8 = 0 in the calculations the angle 8 is constant in the 
whole RTME cavity and is therefore not given. 
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3.2 Orbit dynamics in a 10 Me V linac without external static magnetic field 

Excellent results were obtained in the calculations in the RTME cavity with the equations 
of motion contained in Hamiltonian K2. However, if the same equations of motion are 
used for the Iinac, thus at low energies compared to the energies in the RTME cavity, 
then differences between Haruilton calculations and GPT calculations are becoming quite 
noticeable. This can be explained by the fact that the equations of motion contained in 
Hamiltonian K2 are not unconditionally valid. One condition which has to be fulfilled to 
high accuracy is the condition that the partiele velocity in the longitudinal direction 
equals the phase velocity of the electromagnetic wave, or in formula vz(z) = v1, see Eq. 
(C63). In this section the ratio of the initial partiele velocity in the z-direction and the 
phase velocity is given for the 10 MeV linac and the RTME, neglecting the radial 
movement The differential equation for the radial scaled kinetic momenturn out of 
Hamiltonian K2 is only valid if this ratio nearly equals 1. In the 10 Me V linac the 
difference between partiele and phase velocity is too big, so Hamiltonian K 1 is used. 
Under normal conditions, in the Microtron the difference between vr and vz(z) is smaller 
than 0.13 %. In the 10 Me V linac this difference is smaller than 6.0 %. Soa Hamiltonian 
is needed for the 10 Me V linac which contains equations of motion which also hold if the 
difference between vr and vz(z) is not small. The Hamiltonian K1, given in appendix A 1 
Eq. (AlO) has this property. The complete set of differential equations for the 10 MeV 
linac contained in this Hamiltonian is given. With this set of differential equations one is 
able to perform partiele tracking. Appendix D contains a derivation of the complete set of 
Haruilton equations, which reads: 

dh _ èJK, _ nr.kin [ "E" k kl f ) . (27rn kr )] ------- -..t...- " 1\anr sm -z+ ." 
dz èJÇ nz,kin " a" D 

- LE 11 k10 (a"r)cos(
2

7rn z+kÇ Î, 
n D ) 

dÇ êJK1 h(z) kt 
-=-= +-·-, 
dz dh 7r z,kin (z) k 

dnr,kin =" 11(a 11 r)k[k-k h(z) ) . (27rn kr) nJ 
..t... en 11 ( ) sm z + ." + 1 , 

dz " a" n z.ki11 Z D r· 7r z.kin 

dr 

dz 
= 

èJK, 

êJn r,kan 

7r r.kin 
= 

1r z,kin 

(3.6) 
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dn8 dK1 ---=--=0, 
dz ae 

2 
r 1r z,kin 

lf ne(z) = ne(O) = 0 then the first four equations out of the set are coupled and thus have 
to be solved simultaneously. lf nfiz) = nfiO) equals a nonzero constant then five 
equations out of the set are coupled and have to be solved simultaneously. With the 
complete set of equations one is able to perform partiele tracking. The results will be 
compared with the particle- tracking code. 

Fig. 3.3 depiets the energy as a function of z. Particles are injected with 1 Me V kinetic 
energy at different injection phases. The agreement between the GPT and Hamiltonian 
calculations is very good, and again, the curves from different calculation methods are 
almost the same. Fig. 3.4 depiets the radius rand the divergence r' as a function of z for 
the whole periodic part of the linac and, to zoom in, for the first six cells of the periodic 
part, without external static magnetic field, at different injection phases. The injection is 
parallel to the z-axis with initial radius r = 3 mm. The cylindrical co-ordinate e is not 
given because e is constant without external static magnetic field. Fig. 3.5 depiets the 
same as fig. 3.4, but here particles are injected at r = 0 mm with an initia! divergence r' = 
JO mrad. 
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3.3 Orbit dynamics in a 10 Me V linac with external static magnetic field 

In this section the complete set of first order differential equations for the 10 Me V linac is 
given with and without electromagnetic accelerating field, however, always including a 
static external magnetic field. For both cases the results of the calculations are given. 
First we want to show the consistency of the Hamilton equations with GPT for the 
simplest case, namely that of a purely solenoidal field. An accelerating electromagnetic 
field is not present. The complete set of first order differential equations for the linac 
without electromagnetic field and with static external magnetic field is derived in 
appendix E. This represents a purely solenoidal magnetic field. The solenoidal strength 
varies along the Iinac. The equations read: 

h(z)= I, 

(3.9) 

ne.kan (z)= ne,kan (0)' 

ne,kin (z)= ne,kan (0)-erA;' 

----= 
2 

r n z.kin 

with A;= _5_ Ae. 
H; 

Fig. 1.6 depiets the radius r, the divergence r', the cylindrical coordinate e and the 
derivate of e with respect to z, 8', in the periodic part of the linac. The calculations are 
done without electromagnetic field and with external static magnetic field. Particles are 
injected parallel to the z-axis with an initial radius r = 3 mm. 
lf one removes the static external magnetic field from Hamiltonian K1 then the term 

~-eA;can be replaced by ~' because A; =0. Under this condition ne,kon is also equal 
r r 

to ne,kin· So the difference in the equations of motion contained in Hamiltonian K 1 without 
and with external static magnetic field is that ne is replaced by ne.kin in all equations. 
Further, the square root in Hamiltonian K1 with static external magnetic field now 
includes an extra term A; which depends on rand z. Now in the equation for dnr,karldz = 
-dK/dr an extra term is added, which is the last term in Eq. (E 16). 
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the perioctic part of the linac without electromagnetic field and with external static 
magnetic field. GPT calculations are presented by the solid and Hamiltonian calculations 
by the dasbed line. 

The complete set of first order differential equations for the linac with electromagnetic 
and with static external magnetic field is given by, cf. Eq. (3.6) 

dh _ dK1 _ lrr,kin [ ~En k kl ( ) · (27rn kt' J) 
---------- -"-- 11 1\a11 r sm -z+ ., 
dz at; 7r z.kin " all D 

di; dK1 
-=--= 
dz oh 

d1rr,kin =~ l 1(a 11 r)k[k-k h(z) ; . (27rn kr) 
"- E" " ( ) sm z + ., 

dz " all lrz,kin z D 
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rcJ,kin rce,kin d~A~) 
+ ' + e 2 dr ' 

r· 1C z,kin r 1C z,kin 

(3.10) 

dr dK1 rcr,kin 
-=--=--, 
dz drcr,kan rcz,kin 

1Ce kan (z) = 1Ce kan (0)' , , 

-=--= 
2 

r 1C z,kin 

The equations of motion for energy and phase are the same as in section 3.2 so they yield 
about the same results, because of the small dependenee of energy and phase on the 
radius r. 
Fig. 3.7 depiets the radius r and the divergence r' in the periadie part and the first six 
cells of the periadie part of the linac with electromagnetic field and with external static 
magnetic field. Particles are injected parallel to the z-axis with an initia! radius r = 3 mm. 
Fig. 3.8 depiets the cylindrical co-ordinate 8 and its derivate with respect to z of the 
calculation given in fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 depiet the same as fig. 3.7 and 3.8 but with 
initia! radius r = 0 mm and initia! divergence r' =JO mrad. 
The absolute differences in the radius r between the GPT calculations and the 
Hamiltonian calculations are smaller than 7* 1 o·5 m, i.e. 2.3% of the initia] position r = 3 
mm, for all calculations performed in the Linac. The absolute differences in divergence r' 
between the GPT and the Hamiltonian calculations are smaller than 6* 10·5 rad, i.e. 1.5% 
of the divergence of 4 mrad, for all calculations performed in the linac. 
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Figure 3.7: Radius rand the divergence r' as a function of z for the whole periodic part 
and for the first six cells of the periodic part of the linac, with electromagnetic field and 
with external static magnetic field. The solid line represents the GPT calculations, the 
dasbed line the Hamiltonian calculations. Particles are injected parallel to the z axis. 
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Figure 3.8: Cylindrical coordinate fJ and its derivate as a function of z for the whole 
periodic part and for the first six cells of the periodic part of the linac, with 
electromagnetic field and with external static magnetic field. This calculation is part of 
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the calculations of fig. 3.7, but now the cylindrical coordinates are given. The solid line 
represents the GPT calculations, the dasbed line the Hamiltonian calculations. 
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Figure 3.9: Radius r and the divergence r' as a function of z for the whole periadie part 
and for the first six cells of the periadie part of the linac, with electromagnetic field and 
with external static magnetic field. The solid line represents the GPT calculations, the 
dashed line the Hamiltonian calculations. Particles are injected with an initia) divergence 
of 10 mrad with respect to the z-axis and at the z axis. 
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Figure 3.10: Cylindrical coordinate 8 and its derivate as a function of z for the whole 
perioctic part and for the first six cells of the perioctic part of the linac, with 
electromagnetic field and with external static magnetic field .. This calculation is part of 
the calculations of fig. 3.9, but now the cylindrical coordinates are given. The solid line 
represents the GPT calculations, the dashed line the Hamiltonian calculations. 
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3.4 Condusion 

The different methods of calculation in the RTME cavity show excellent agreement. In 
the Hamiltonian calculations first the energy and phase are calculated, with the restrietion 
r = 0 in the entire cavity. From the results of fig. 3.1 it is seen that despite the restrietion 
accurate results in the energy calculations of the RTME cavity are obtained. So at high 
energies, more than 5 MeV, the restrietion r = 0 in the Hamiltonian K2 can be applied 
without any difficulty in the energy and phase calculations. Also the solutions of the 
transversal equations show excellent agreement between the different methods of 
calculation. Despite the fact that Hamiltonian K2 is not an exact Hamiltonian, it can be 
stated that at high energies, larger than 5 Me V, Hamiltonian K2 is a very useful 
Hamiltonian. 

The energy calculations (section 3.2) in the linac show excellent agreement between the 
different calculation methods. The calculations in the linac have been performed for 
situations without and with external static magnetic field. The absolute differences 
between the Hamiltonian and GPT calculations are slightly smaller for the calculations 
without static external magnetic field. This absolute difference is more clear for the 
calculations for the case with initia! condition r = 3 mm and r' = 0 mrad than for the case 
the partiele has the initia] conditions r = 0 mm and r' = JO mrad. The ditlerences for the 
cases without and with external static magnetic field can be explained by the fact that for 
the case with static external magnetic field a set of five coupled equations has been 
solved, while in the case without static external magnetic field, in which nriz) = 0, a set 
of four coupled equations has been solved. In appendix Fl it is stated that the equations 
of motion contained in an exact Hamiltonian have to be solved with symplectic numerical 
methods. Further it is stated that the numerical method used for the Haruilton equations 
does not give significant differences with the applied symplectic method. On the 
contrary, GPT does not use a symplectic method for the solution of the equations of 
motion, but uses a fifth-order Runga-Kutta method with adaptive stepsize control 
[GPT97]. Maybe, this can explain the differences between the Hamiltonian and the GPT 
calculations. Nevertheless, the overall results of the Hamiltonian calculations compared 
to the GPT calculations are very satisfying. 

Calculations with Hamiltonian K2 are performed faster than in the partiele tracking codes 
because of the restrietion r = 0 in energy and phase calculations the number of coupled 
equations is 2 less than in PARMELA and GPT. If still faster, but less accurate 
calculations areneededat energies greater than 5 Me V, the linearized Hamilton equations 
given in [LEE96] can be used. Because of the simplifications in this Hamiltonian theory 
the significanee of the different terrus in the Hamiltonian becomes more clear. 

The equations of motion in GPT can be rewritten to the equations of motion contained in 
Hamiltonian K1. Beside the differences in the co-ordinate systems used, in the Haruilton 
equations three components of the vector potential are used to describe the complete field 
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which the electrans experience, instead of separate electric and magnetic fields as in 
GPT. If faster Hamiltonian calculations are needed at low energies, the Bessel functions 
in the vector potential in Hamiltonian K1 can be linearized. Maybe this Iinearized 
Hamiltonian gives also reasonable results at low energies, e.g. in the I 0 Me V linac, but 
this has not been tested. 
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4 Concluding remarks 

The RTME has bcc:tt i mp!e!llented in GPT. The results of longitudinal acceptance 
calculations clone in\ ;i'T :trein reasonable agreement with the results given in [LEE96], 
but results of transvct.,.tt acceplance calculations done in GPT differ from the transversal 
acceptance calculatioth given in [LEE96]. Apparently, the implementation of the cavity 
in the RTME and/or tilc optimization procedure of the RTME are of influence on the 
transversal acceptat1cc calculations. Further, space charge effects are calculated in the 
RTME in GPT. Tt sec::1-;, as expected, that space charge effects have little influence on 
bunches of macro p:ut:clcs in the RTME in GPT. Finally, it is worthwhile tostudyin 
more detail the effect tile ca\·ity as implemented in GPT, or as treated with the model 
used in the RTME-couc. 

A Hamiltonian has ilcLtl devcloped which is very useful at high energies, more than 5 
MeV. Results ol c:,icJtation.<; witil this Hamiltonian, compared to results of particle
tracking codes are i11 ,:\cellent :1grcement. With this Hamiltonian, first energy and phase 
calculations have heen done wit il the restrietion r = 0, thus independent of the trans versa! 
equations. Due to th i<; :·estriction calculations can be performeel faster than in particle
tracking codes. 

Another Hamiltoni<ttl i1as been uscd for calculations at low energ1es, however one 
complicated equatio:t l'l motion contained in this Hamiltonian has been rewritten to a 
much simpler equat:utl. The resLtlts of the calculations done with this Hamiltonian are 
also in good agreenlc'!ll with thc other numerical codes, and calculations without static 
external magnetic !i, 1d <tre even better. If faster calculations are needed, first the 
restrietion r = 0 for till' cncrgy and phase calculations can be applied. Further, the Bessel 
functions, which il1\ ol' e the transversal co-ordinate r, in the equations of motion can be 
linearized. Maybe. thc: iincarized equations give also good results at low energies, but this 
has not been testceL 

In conclusion, first it 1' .\hown that Hamiltonian theory provides a powerful technique for 
the understanding <lJlll calculatton of partiele dynamics in linear accelerating structures. 
Second, the beatn ct\ ;i alllies .\tudied on the RTME using GPT showed some small 
deviations with tllc ,·:::'ier cock· 13ANBA. Space charge effects were not severe. Hence 
fluther studies arL' rel 1 ,lmendecl. 
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Appendix Al: Derivation of Hamiltonian K2 of the RTME cavity 

In this appendix the derivation of Hamiltonian K2 for the calculations in the RTME cavity 
insection 3.1 is given. In this derivation three generatingfunctions are used. 

First, we follow the derivation as given in [LEE96]. After introducing the first two 
generating functions, we deviate from the derivation given in [LEE96], by introducing a 
new generating function. Further, in the whole derivation given here, a non-linearized 
vector potential is used. 
Relativistic motion of electrans is described by the relativistic Hamiltonian H: 

I 

2 2 2 Pe 2 2 2 l ( )2 }2 
H = E,. +(p,. -eA,.) c + --;:--eAe c +(p

1 
-eAJ c , (Al) 

in which: 

H the energy of the electrons, 
E,. the rest energy of the electrons, 
Pi the canonic momenta in the direction of coordinate i in cylindrical coordinates, 
e the charge of the electrons, 
Ai the vectorpotential in the direction of coordinate i, 
r the radius in cylindrical coordinates of the electrons. 

In the absence of an external magnetic field in the cavity no farces act on electrans in the 
azimuthal direction, so Ae = 0, and the Hamiltonian reduces to 

I 

2 2 2 Pe 2 2 2 -

1 [ )2 ]? 
H = E,. +(p,. -eA,.) c + -

1
-_ c +(pz -eAJ c (A2) 

lt is convenient to switch over to a new Hamiltonian K = -p1 : 

I 

1 2 2 2 2 Pe 2 

1 ( J
2 )2 

K=-p,=--; H -E,.-(p,.-eA,.)c----;- c -eAz, (A3) 

m which Pe = mr 2 de and equals the angular momenturn L7 . The components of the 
dt 

vectorpotential in polar coordinates representing electromagnetic waves in the cavity are 
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_kn En ( ) )k ) A,.---11 CX17r co~ 11Z-u:t , 
man 

A 8 =0 and (A4) 

with: 

k11 : the propagation constant of mode n of the electromagnetic wave in the cavity, 
k: the propagation constant in vacuum, 
a2=k2-k2 

n n ' 

E11 : the electric field amplitude in the z-direction of mode n and 
OJ: the angular frequency of the electromagnetic field. 

New variables are introduced: 

with 

- c 
K=-1L =--,7_ c 

-

' H '·' 
i 

ç =ct, 

H; the initial energy, 

TC; =~pi' 
I 

H 
h=-

H.' 
I 

an the Fourier-coefficients of the electric field, 
E7 the electric field amplitude in the z-direction, 
h the modified Bessel-function of the first kindandorder k. 

Now K becomes 

I 

K = +' -e; -[ n,-~ =>I,(a",)co,(k,z-kÇ) )-( n: lT + 

LE,/0 (a"r )sin(k11z- kÇ) 
11 

= 

in which I, is used for I, 
n n=-oo 

Using generating functions Go and G1 [HAG92], [LEE96], 

- kt 
G0 = -hç - h- z , 

k 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

A2 
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(A9) 

with the tildes above the variables representing new variables, K is transforrned into K 1 0 

Generating function Ga transfarms the scaled time variabie to a new variabie Ç which has 
the rneaning of phaseo 0 1 is used to change the sign of hand Ç 

(AlO) 

with kt the propagation constant of the rnain accelerating wave and D the cell-length in 
the cavityo Now h is a positive quantityo 

Now, a new generating function G2 is introducedo G2 is chosen such that if r = 0 then the 
new variables equal the old variableso Further, the new radial momenturn equals the 
kinetic rnornenturn, which sirnplifies the equation for the radial momenturn considerably, 
with respect to the old Harniltoniano The new generating function reads: 

(All) 

in which the tildes above the variables represent new variableso This yields [HAG92] 

r=--=r , lrr =---=n,.-k..::...!!....kn/1\anr cos -z+kÇ o 

dG2 - - dG2 " E 11 f ) ( 2nn ) 
()n,. (); "an D 

(A12) 

Now n,. equals the scaled kinetic momenturno Taking the partial derivate of G2 with 
respect to z results in (tildes are omitted): 

dG2 " E 11 2nn ( f ) ) 0 ( 2nn ) --= k.--
2 
kn- 10 \anr -1 sm -z+kç = 

dZ n a D D n 

[ 

2 ; 
ktkn-k 0 2nn LE11 · 

2 
-1 *(10 (a11 r)-l)*sm(0 z+kç), 

11 OCn 

(AI3) 

in which the relation: 
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2nn k11 ----
2 k 1k

11 
-k 

2 
all 

I, 

A4 

is used, which can be derived mathematically. The Hamiltonian K2, which contains the 
equations of motion for the calculations on the RTME-cavity, now reads: 

(Al4) 
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Appendix A2: Semi-analytical expression for the energy 

A semi-analytica[ expression is given of the salution of the d(fferential equation for the 
scaled energy Eq. (3.4) and (3.5) and is compared to a numerical salution of these 
original equations calculated with a Runga-Kutta method. 

So, in this appendix Eq's (3.4) and (3.5) are considered: 

-=--- = L,-E
11
kcos -z+kr; , dh ()K, l27rn ) 

dz ()Ç " D 
(AI5) 

(AI6) 

As h varies from 1.001 at 10 Me V to 1.00002 at 75 Me V in the RTME, this term 
~h 2 -e; 

can be approximated by a constant L ::::: 1. The constant L which is used is more precisely 
calculated with h = 0.5 * (hi+he), with hi the initia! scaled and he the final scaled energy. 
he can be approximated by he= 15.06 * cos(kç(O)) In with kÇ(O) the injection phase. 

Thus Eq. (Al6) can be written as dr; =-L+~ yielding, with injection phasef/J=kç(O): 
dz k 

ç(z) = [- L+ k: } +t. Th is can be substituted m Eq. (A 15), yielding 

dh = L -E"k cos[( 2nn +kf -kL \,+1/> l· 
dz " l D J 

and this yields: 

(Al7) 

Fig. Al depiets a comparison of the energy calculation between the semianalytical 
expression Eq. (Al7) with a "41

h & 51
h " order Runga-Kutta methad (MATLAB), at 

different injection phases. The absolute differences are smaller than 0.03 MeV at the 
given injection phases. 
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Figure Al: Total energy calculated with the Runga-Kutta method (solid line) and 
total energy calculated with the semianalytical expression for the energy (A 13) 
(dashed line). Because of the good agreement different lines are hardly 
distinguishable. 
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Appendix B: Numerical metbod used for solving equations of motion in the RTME 
cavity. 

In this appendix the numerical methad for solving the transversal equatians r~f section 3. I 
is described and applied in Matlab. This numerical methad is not a standard methad out 
of matlab, but it is the trapezoidal rule. Further, the way the total number q{ steps in the 
entire RTME cavity has heen determined, is described. 

The numerical calculations are performed in two stages. First, using Eq's (3.4) and (3.5), 
the scaled energy h and the phase kç are calculated with a fourth and fifth order Runga
Kutta method out of Matlab. A problem arises when the values of energy and phase are 
needed at intermediate points, i.e. only at the points z1 and Zi+I the values of energy and 
phase are known. To resolve this problem a cubic-spline interpolation is applied which is 
sufficiently accurate if the spacing between the points is small enough. Then the use of a 
cubic-spline interpolation provides the scaled energy h and the phase kç for every z in the 
cavity with sufficient accuracy. 
After solving the equations for h and kç for the entire cavity, the transversal motion is 
calculated using Eq. (3.6). 

The right hand si de of the equation for dr Eq. (3.6) is a function of z, rand n,., therefore 
dz 

dr . 
-=j(z,r,n,.). 
dz 

(B 1) 

The right hand side of the equation for dn,. Eq. (3.6) is a function of z and r only and 
dz 

therefore 

d7r,. 
-=g(z,r), 

dz 

withf(z,r,n,.) and g(z,r) both non-linear in z,r and n,.. 

(B2) 

For the solution of the transversal equations Eq. (3.6) for the RTME cavity the 
trapezoidal rule is used. The trapezoidal rule fora single variabele y(x) is 

Yn+l = Y 11 + ~ (h(xn' Yn )+ h(xn+l' Yn+l )) ' (B3) 

with 

h x,y = --I.. , ( ) 
(

dy(x)J 
dx x,_1 

(B4) 

and Yo = y(O), and Xn = nLh. 
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The methad is implicit because the new calculated value of Yn+l is needed at the right
hand side of the equation for Yn+l· lf the coupled ordinary differential equations for rand 
7rr are substituted in the trapezoidal rule, the following set of equations is obtained: 

(B5) 

n r.n+l = n r,n + ~z (g(zn, ril)+ g (zn+i, rn+l )) . (B6) 

In this report this system of equations is solved iteratively, because it is non-linear. The 
first calculation of rn+l and 7rr,n+l is done explicit with the following formulas 

(B7) 

(B8) 

and with this values the iterative proces is started. Convergence to final values m 
approximately 10 digits of rn+l and 7rr,n+I occurs in five iterative steps. 

The numerical calculations are all performed with the computerprogram Matlab, which 
runs on a personal computer. Matlab is an advanced numerical program with many 
standard functions and advanced graphic abilities, which makes it easy to program in a 
small program-layout. For instanee the fourth and fifth order Runga-Kutta method, the 
cubic-spline interpolation and the (modified) Besse] functions are all standard in Matlab. 
A disadvantage of Matlab is the relatively long needed computation time in comparison 
with other computer codes. 

In order todetermine the stepsize in the Hamiltonian calculations of rand 7rr, calculations 
are performed with a certain rather large stepsize. The calculations are repeated with half 
this stepsize and the results of the two calculations are compared. This process is repeated 
until the results of the last two calculations are in approximately 10 digits equal to each 
other. Then the stepsize to be used is twice this final stepsize. The stepsize used in the 
Hamiltonian calculations of the radius r and the scaled momenturn 7rr is equal to 
&=0.00045 m, or 1000 steps L1z over a totallength of 0.45 m of the cavity. 
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Appendix Cl: Derivation of the used vector potential 

In this section the radial dependenee of the used vector potential for the RTME cavity 
wil! he derived. This vector potential consists of an infïnite summatüm of wave terms, 
from which the amplitude depends on the radius r. Substitutinf? this vector potential, with 
arbitrary functions for the amplitude depending on the radius r in the four Maxwell 
equations results in d~fferential equations for these functions. The solutions qf" these 
d~fferential equations then provide the functions for the radial dependenee of the 
amplitude qf" the vector potential 

Consicter the four Maxwell' s equations in vacuum: 

- - ()Ë 
VxE=--, at 

Further, consicter the following form of the vector potential 

A,. =I, / 11 (r )cos(k" z -OJt), 
11 

11 

(Cl) 

(C2) 

(C3) 

(C4) 

(CS) 

From classica) electrodynamics it is known that the electric field Ë and the magnetic 
field Ë are related to the vector potential À and scalar potentiali/J by the relations 

- èJÀ -
E=---VI/J, ar 

(C6) 

(C7) 

In this appendix, cj> = 0 is chosen. Now the radial dependenee of the vector potential will 
be derived by substituting Eq's (C5), (C6) and (C7) in the four Maxwell's equations. 
First, the Ë -field will be substituted in Eq. (C2). This yields 

- - - a.4 a (- -) VoE=-Vo-=-- VoA =0. ar at 
(C8) 
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In polar-coordinates if A8 = 0, V a Ä equals [BOT88] 

Substituting Eq. (C5) in this equation yields: 

Va Ä = L{f~ (r )+ fn ~r) +k 11 g 11 (r )}cos(knz-rot). 
11 I 

Combining Eq's (C8),(C9) and (Clü) yields for all r,z and t: 

_i_(Va Ä)= w L{f ~ (r )+ fn (r) +k
11

g 
11 

(r )} sin(k
11
z -wt )= 0. at 11 r 

Eq. (C 11) is algebraically valid under the condition: 

f ,() J:,(r) k () 0 
• 11 r +--+ ngn r = ' 

r 

and this implies by means of Eq. (Clü): 

C2 

(C9) 

(C10) 

(Cl1) 

(Cl2) 

(C13) 

Now consicter Maxwell's equation Eq. (C3) and the formula 

vx(vxê)=v(vaê)-V 2ê from vector-analysis, then 

(C14) 

where the last equality follows from Eq. (C13). In polar coordinates, if Ae = 0 then 

[BOT88]: 

(Cl5) 

and 

(Cl6) 

in which the last term equals zero because Ar is independent of e. So 

(Cl7) 
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The r-component of Eq's (C3) with (C6) and (CS) substituted reads: 

I dEr 1 d 
2 
Ar " 2 . ( ) ( ) ---=----= .t... k f r cos k z- (J){ 

C 2 dt C 2 dt 2 n n n ' 
(Cl8) 

and equals Eq. (C 17) with k = w . Multiplying the r-component of Eq. (C3) by r2 then 
c 

implies 

2 ·"() ·'() ( 2 2 2) () r .f11 r + rj11 r - I+ (k" - k )r lfn r = 0. (Cl9) 

Now define a,; =k,; -k 2 and u =a11 r. Then 

df~, (r) = _I 1. · ( ) , d d 
2 
fn (r) = _I f" ( ) 

• 11 ran 2 ?"r. 
du a" du a; 

(C20) 

Thus the following differential equation holds for fn (r) 

(C21) 

with salution [ABR70] 

.f11 (r )= c11 /1 (u)= c,JI (anr), (C22) 

with IJ( r) the modified Bessel function of first order as a function of r and c11 arbitrary 
constants. Substituting this in Eq. (Cl2) then yields 

g r --- f r +-- ---- / 1 u +-- . ( ) - I ( '() fn(r))- cnan ( '() ll(u)J 
11 kn . 11 r kn u 

(C23) 

From [ABR70] the following relation can be deduced 

() '()/l(z) 
/ 0 z=/1 z+--, (C24) 

z 

so 

(C25) 
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with /0(z) the modified Bessel function of zerothorder as a function of z. 
Now the constantsen has to be determined. Comparison of Az in Eq. (A4) yields 

(C26) 

Now the vector potential reads: 

A8 =0, (C27) 

Az =-I~I0 (a 11 r)sin(k 11 z-wt). 
n OJ 

Until now only two of the four Maxwell-equations have been used. Maxwell's Eq. (C4) 
implies: 

v o Ë = v o (v x A)= o . (C28) 

This equation holds for every A, which is also known from vector analysis. Eq. (C I) 
implies: 

- - - aA a (- -) as VxE=-Vx-=-- VxA =--, 
dt dt àt 

(C29) 

and thus holcts for every A as well. 

The radial dependenee of the vector potential (A4) given in given in appendix Al is in 
agreement with the radial dependenee derived in this appendix. fl the structure of the 
cavity is cylindrical symmetrie, only the Fourier coe.fficients d~fferfor d~fferent cavities. 
However, the mathematica! functions in the radial part are the same for d~fferent 

cavities, according to the derivation of this radial part. 
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Appendix C2: Analysis of the Hamilton equations 

The d~fferential equations for the phase and scaled energy contained in Hamiltonian K1 

will he derived. Hamiltonian K2 is not an exact Hamiltonian. Therefore conditions, which 
have to befullfilled, to make the equations of motion contained in Hamiltonian K2 exactly 
valid, are derived. In all the derivations, comparisons are nwde r~l the equations (~l 

motion contained in Hamiltonian KJ and K2 to the equation qf" motion which follow from 
elementary principles, using the basic Lorentzforce. 

Hamiltonian K 1 is an exact Hamiltonian if the vector potential A is an exact potential. 
With this vector potential, the equations of motion will be derived by means of the 
equations which follow from elementary principles. First the phase relation which 
follows from Hamiltonian KJ will be derived. 
Consider an electron which moves with a velocity vz(z) in the z-direction and an 
accelerating wave with constant phase velocity v1 in the z-direction. lf the velocity of the 
electron and the phase velocity of the wave are not the same, then the phase of the wave 
at the position of the electron will not be constant. Now the change in phase of an 
electron which moves with velocity vz(z) and the wave with phase velocity v1 in a time L1t 
at position z is 

(C30) 

with !lr· the wavelength of the wave. L1t can be written as L!z I vz(z) and after dividing 
(C30) by & and taking the limit & -7 0 the following differential equation results: 

dep k, ( ) -=-() v2 (z)-v 1 , 
dz vz z · 

(C31) 

with k1 = 2n I Àt· In Hamiltonian K1 (AlO), kç stands for the phase. So 

(C32) 

where inthelast step relation (C33) is used 

kt c 2n c T c 
-·-=-*-=--=c-=-. 

k w A-1 fA-1 A-1 v 1 

(C33) 

Here: 
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thus 

and 

c h 
= ----;======= 

v_ 
'· 

dÇ 
dz 

kt 

----;======l J2 +-k 
2 2 2 ne 

h -e,. -nr- -
r 

-h 

This is in agreement with (3.5) when 1tr,kin = 7re = 0 is not substituted in (3.2). 

C6 

(C34) 

(C35) 

(C36) 

The other components of the wave, n 7: 0, have a phase difference with the main 
accellerating wave of 27rnz I D. This means for the z-component of the electric field, 
which the electron experiences: 

(C37) 

The change in energy of an electron when it moves over a di stance f:.r in an 
electromagnetic field is given by 

(C38) 

or in terms of the scaled energy h = H I Hi: 

f)"h "'Ez(r, z)Mz +Er(r,z)Mr, (C39) 

with Ei = eEj( r,z) I Hik. 
The magnetic component of the electromagnetic field doesn 't give any contri bution to the 
energy, because its force acts always perpendicular to the direction in which the electron 
moves. Dividing by L1z and taking the limit L1z ~ 0 yields: 

dh =IJE
7
(r,z)+t:,.(r,z)dr), 

dz l dz 
(C40) 
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with 

dr 
dr dt v,. p,.c nr.kin 
- =-=-=-= ----;::::======== 
dz dz vz pzc 

(C41) 

dt 

and (deduced from (A4)): 

E,. r,z =-E,. r,z =- -- =-L...E 11 -11\anr sm -z+k." . ( ) e ( ) e ( a A,. J ~ k 11 r ) . ( 2nn r j 
HJc Hik at n a" D 

(C42) 

From K1 the contri bution of the radial movement to the energy equation is calculated, this 
calculation equals kE,.drldz, see (c40): 

-~[- h2 -e2 _fn k. )2 -(5LJ2
]= aç ,. v r. m r 

TC r,kin [a TC r,kin l = kE dr 
2 aç r dz ' 

2 2 { )2 ( ne J h -e,. -\nr,kin -l---; 
(C43) 

with 

a TC ,. kin ~ k 11 • 2nn r - · = - L... E 
11

- I 1 (a" r) k sm( -- z + k ." ) = E,. ( r, z) k . 
aç " a" D 

(C44) 

The contribution of the longitudinal movement to the energy equation, see (C40), is 

(C45) 

and, using (A4), Ez(r,z) is given by: 

( ) e aA_ r ) ( 2nn J Ez r,z =-(--' )=-IE,,l0 \anr cos -z+ks , 
H;k at " D 

(C46) 

so the contribution equals: 
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(C47) 

Thus, the Hamiltonian energy equation, equals the energy equation derived by 
elementary principles. 
The other equations which can be derived from Hamiltonian KI are also exact, if the 
vector potential is exact, because no approximations have been applied in the derivation 
of K1. On the contrary Hamiltonian K2 does notprovide only exact equations. 
In order to get exact energy equation out of K2 the differential equation for the energy out 
of K2 and K 1 must be the same: 

dh dK1 dK2 
-=--=---
dz aç aç 

(C48) 

This implies, see (AlO) and (A14): 

nr.kin c ()A,. c dA 1 () dG 2 c ()A, 
--e--+e--· =----+e--- , 
n z.kin H; dÇ H; ()Ç ()Ç ()z H; ()Ç 

(C49) 

or 

nr.kin c ()A,. () ()G2 
--e--=---. 
nz,kin H; ()Ç ()Ç dZ 

(C50) 

This requirement is fulfilled if r = 0, because then both the left and right hand side are 
equal to zero. This is a condition for the calculation of the energy using K1. 

The requirement r = 0 for the energy equation out of K2 implies that the other equations 
of motion contained in K2 may be inexact as well. Now, conditions will be derived for 
which the equations of motion contained in Hamiltonian K2 are valid. The differential 
equation for drldz is derived as follows: 

dr 
dr dt v,. n,. n,. 
- =-=-=- = -;=========== 
dz dz v, n, 

dt 
( )

2 
2 2 2 ne 

h - e,. - (n r,kin) - -r-

(CS!) 

in which the relation n; = h2 -e; -n,2 -( n: r is used. (CS!) is exactly the same equation 

as is derived from K2 (3.6). So the differential equation for drldz in (3.6) holds 
unconditionall y. 
The conditions for the validity of dn,.!dz (3.6) are derived as follows: 
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so 

2 
dp,. = F,. + }"'nve ' 
dt r 

and the last term on the right hand side equals 

Thus: 

C9 

(C52) 

(C53) 

(C54) 

(C55) 

Of course Fr equals the Lorentz-force F,. = qE,. +q(vxË),. 0 Now a condition has to be 

derived for which dnrl dz (C55) equals dnrl dz in (306), thus 

[ 2} c F,. kfkn -k 0 2nn 
--.=I-En l(anr)sm(-z+kÇJ, 
Hi vz " a 11 D 

(C56) 

or for convenience without scaled variables: 

[
k k k

2

} ( ) 
F,. E 11 .t n - 0 2nn 
-=-ei- 1(a"r)sm -z+kÇ 0 

vz " w an D 
(C57) 

Er I Vz is given by, see (A4): 

Er I oAr "k"E" r ) . ( ) -=----=-L"--11\a11 r sm k"z-(J)f 0 

Vz VZ Ot 11 Vzan 
(C58) 

Bhas only a 8-component and this component is given by, see also (A4) 

oA,. oA, " E 11 [ k,; } r ) 0 ( ) Be=---·· =-L"- --a11 1 \anr sm k11 z-(J)f 0 

()z ar 11 (1) all 
(C59) 
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-
1 (v x 8 ),. =-Be so the Lorentz-force divided by Vz can be written as: 

Vz. 

F,. [E,. l ~ E11 1 { OJk 11 k,; ]· ( ) --. =e -.-Be =-eL.-1 1\a 11 r ----+C/.11 sm knz-wt . 
V

7 
V 7 11 W V 1 CI.n C/. 11 

Equalizing both expressions (C57) and (C60) yields the following condition: 

wkfl k,; kfkn -k
2 

----+all = --"----

so 

wkn 2 2 2 -=k
11 

-a
11 

+k1k 11 -k =k1k 11 , 

vz 

. h' h 2 2 2 . d In w IC a
11 

=k
11 

-k IS use . 

Thus 

v_(z)=~=v 1. 
' kf . ' 

(C60) 

(C61) 

(C62) 

(C63) 

is the condition for the validity of dn/dz (3.6). The equation dnfl'dz=O in (3.6) holds 
because there is no 8-component of A and thus no electric field in the8-direction. The 
magnetic field has only a 8-component. Thus no forces act in the 8-direction. 
The last equation of motion in (3.6) is the one for d8/dz : 

2 d8 
}'tnr -

_d_8 = _d_8 _dt = _d_B_ = _ve_ = _ ____:::d~t = 
dz rv_ 

L. 

2 
}'tnr v z 

and this equation holds unconditionally. 

The following condusion can now be made. The different Haruilton equations contained 
in K2 are exact under the following conditions: 

I The equation for dh I dz is exact if r = 0 throughout the cavity. 
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2 The equation for dnrl dz is exact if vz(z) = v1; 

3 All other equations contained in K2 are exact. 

lt should be remarked that the used vector potential is not totallyin agreement wit the real 
EM-field, e.g. the fringe field is nottaken into account. 

The equations of motion contained in Hamiltonian K2 are exactly valid except two (~f 
them. These are the d~fferential equation for the scaled energy andfor the scaled radial 
kinetic momentum. The conditions which make the Hamiltonian K2 exactly valid cannot 
be bath .fu?fïlled, because the condition r = 0 implies that the radial scaled kinetic 
momenturn is zero. Furthermore, the condition vz(z) = v1cannot hefu?fïlled hecause v1is 
slightly greater than the speed of light c. But if the energy of the partiele is high, then the 
dif.ference between the velocity of the partiele in the z-direction and the phase velocity is 
very smal/. 
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Appendix D: Derivation and simplifying the equations of motion for the 10 Me V 
linac out of Hamiltonian K1 

In this appendix the equations of motion are given for the JO Me V linac for the case it 
operates without static external magnetic jïeld. All equations (~l motion contained in 
Hamiltonian K1 are exactly valid, as no approximations have heen made. The d~fferential 
equation for the canonic scaled momenturn in the radial direction seems to be very 
complicated. Therefore this d~fferential equation is tran.~f'ormed into the differential 
equation for the kinetic scaled momenturn in the radial direction. This equation is much 
simpler and furthermore the kinetic momenturn is of interest and is needed in other 
equations. Finally the radial dependenee is added to the d~fferential equations for the 
energy and phase. 

The conditions for the validity of drrr.kan I dz, contained in Hamiltonian K1, under the 
assumption that rre = 0 and in the absence of a static external magnetic field will be 
derived. The components of the vectorpotential Ä are for convenience written as A,., Ae 
and A7 • Ae = 0 in the absence of an static external magnetic field and under the 
assumption rre = 0 Hamiltonian K1 reads: 

k,. 
K 1 =-·-h

k 

The square root term equals n z.kin so: 

dn,.,kan dK 1 nr.kin c JA,. c oA1 ---=--=--*e--+e--, 
dz Jr nz,kin H; Jr H; or 

and further the following equations hold 

dn r,kin dn r,kan 
= 

dz dz 

c dA,. 
e--, 

H; dz 

dA,. JA,. dr oA,. oA,. I 
-=--+-+--, 
dz dr dz oz dt vz. 

(Dl) 

(D2) 

(D3) 

(D4) 
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dr nr.kin (D5) 
dz n z,kin 

Thus: 

(D6) 

or 

dpr,kin =e[dAz _dAr_ dAr _I l· 
dz dr dz dt vz 

(D7) 

This expressionmust be equal to F,.lvz Eq. (C60). Now, using Eq. (A4) 

dAz _ "' E11 f )* . (k ) ---,t_.a 11 -11\anr sm 11 Z-wt , 
dr 11 w 

(D8) 

dAr "' k,7 En r ) . ( ) --=.t,..--11\anr *sm k 11 z-wt, 
dz "a" w 

(D9) 

(DlO) 

So 

--=e _ .. ----- = dp r,kin [ dA 7 dAr dAr I l 
dz dr dz dt v _ 

(, 

(DIJ) 

and thus the express10n for dnr,kin I dz out of K1 Eq. (A I 0) equals cF,. I H;v1 

unconditionally. 

First, the equations of motion contained in Hamiltonian K1 wil I be given in the absence of 
a static external magnetic field, so Ae = 0. Then Hamiltonian K 1 reads: 
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k, 
K 1 =-h

k 
1, 2 -e 2

- (". -eA"' )
2 -(~ l

2 

-eA''' 
' r ~· r,kan r r ) z ' 

in which A,'=: A,., and A;,=: A2 , and see Eg. (A4): 
I I 

eA,. = .L.-k,J1 \anr cos -z+k<:, , * "En I ) (21Cn r) 
"a" D 

and 

''" I )·(27rn r) eAz =-.L.E,Jo\anr sm -z+k<:, . 
" D 

First drr r,kan is calculated: 
dz 

drr r,kan 

dz 

in which 

1C z.kin = 
2 2 { *)2 7re 2 

h -e,. -\rr,. -cA,. -(-) , 
r 

and 

D3 

(Dl2) 

(Dl3) 

(Dl4) 

(DIS) 

(Dl6) 
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(D17) 

Now n,. equals the scaled canonic momenturn in the r-direction while ne equals the scaled 
angular momenturn in the z-direction. Trr,kin equals 

n: r,kin = n: r,kan - eA,'' · (Dl8) 

The other equations of motion contained in Hamiltonian K 1 are the same as those 
equations of motion contained in Hamiltonian K2o thus see Eq. (3.6) 

dn: 8 dK 1 --=--=0, 
dz ae 

dr 

dz 
= 

dK 1 

()n; r,kan 

d8 = dKI 
dz dn: 8 

11: r,kin 
= 

11: z,kin 

(D19) 

So the only different equation of motion contained in Hamiltonian K2 and in Hamiltonian 
K1 is the equation of motion for dn,. I dz , in which n,. equals the scaled canonic 
momenturn in Hamiltonian K1 and n,. equals the scaled kinetic momenturn in Hamiltonian 
K2• Further, the differential equation for the energy out of Hamiltonian K 1 and 
Hamiltonian K2 are the same if r = 0 throughout the perioctic part of the linac. lf r ~ 0 in 
the differential-equation for the energy then Hamiltonian K1 gives the correct equation, 
which is proven in appendix C2, Eq's (C38) to (C47) So, if the vector potential is exact 
then all equations of motion contained in Hamitonian K 1 are exact. Thus with 
Hamiltonian K 1 partiele tracking can be performed. In that case the differential-equations 
for the energy and phase have to be determined for all r, n,. and n8. Then the stx 
differential equations contained in Hamiltonian K1 must be solved simultaneously. 

The solutions of the equations of motion for the perioctic part of the linac show a very 
oscillatory behaviour with a damped amplitude and period of approximately the cell 
length D, which equals 0.03333 m, in the linac. These oscillations and the equation of 
motion for dnr,kan I dz, which has a very complicated term, make it very difficult to solve 
the equations of motion accurately. Furthermore, many computer calculations and 
comparisons with calculations of a commercially available computer program have 
shown that it is indeed very difficult or maybe impossible to solve the equations of 
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motion accurately. Soa simpler equation of motion for dnr.kw/ dz is needed. The equation 
of motion for dnr.kinl dz, Eq. (D6), equals 

(D20) 

and the equation of motion for dnr,kanl dz, Eq. (D2), equals 

dn r kan n r kin dA * dA * 
--·-=-' -*e-' +e-z . 

dz n z.kin dr dr 
(D21) 

Further, see Eq. (A4) 

eAr = .c...-k"/1 \a,.r cos -z+ ., , * ""f" f ) l2nn kr) 
"a" D 

(D22) 

and 

eA;· =-IE11 10 \anr sin -z+kÇ . . 1 ) l2nn J 
" D 

(D23) 

The complicated term in dnr,kanl dz Eq. (Dl5) is the term 

""E 11 k 11 f ) l2nn r) nr- .c...--/1 \anr cos -z+k., 
nr.kin dA," n a" D · f ) ( 2nn J --e-=~--------'-----'-LLf11 k"l 1 \a"r cos -z+kÇ , 
n z,kill dr n z,kin n /) 

(D24) 

and dnr.kin =___:___ dpr.kin equals, with the substitution of dpr,kin Eq. (Dil) given earlier 
dz Hi dz dz 
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" 11 (a 11 r) ( h(z) l .· (2nn J nJ L E 11 k k - k 11 ( ) Sin - Z + kÇ + 3 , 
n an 7r- kin Z D r n _ k. 

L.., .:., lil 

in which is used 

{ 
k,; w kil } I ( 2 2 w l I ( 2 w l -a +----- =- -a +k --k =- k --. k 

11 11 ll 11 11 ' 

all v: all all vz all v, 

because 

Further 

thus 

c 
-ymc 

!!!..._ = k!:_ = k ymc = k }1nc = k Hi = k h(z) 
v1 v1 }1nv, Pz nz nz(z)' 

[_a + k,; _!!!__~}=_!_(k -k h(z) l l 11 all vzall all llnz(z). 

D6 

(D25) 

(D26) 

(D27) 

(D28) 

(D29) 

It is seen that the expression for d1Cr,kin1 dz Eq. (D25) is much simpler than the expression 
for d1Cr.karJ dz Eq. (D15). 

In order to obtain a more accurate salution of the differential equations the r-dependence 
can also be added to the differential equations for dh I dz and dç I dz, which yields with 
Hamiltonian K 1 completely given by 

(D30) 
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for dh I dz see Eq. (A4): 

dh èJK 1 nr.kin èJA; èJA; 
-=--=--e-+e-= 
dz aç n z.kin aç aç 

n r ,kin [ " E 11 
{ ) • ( 2nn r Jl " f ) ( 2nn ) --. -.L...-k 11 kl 1\a"r sm -z+k~ -.L...E 11 kl0 \a11 r cos -z+kÇ . 

nz,k"' " an D " D 
(D31) 

If r = 0 the equation reduces to 

-=-IE11 kcos -z+kÇ , dh ( 2nn ) 
dz n D 

(D32) 

and this equals dh I dz given insection 3.1 Eq. (3.4) and derived with condition r = 0 and 
re,.= ree= 0. The equation for dç I dz is given by 

dÇ èJK 1 h(z) kt 
-=-=- +-

n z,k1n (z) k dz vh 
(D33) 

and the only different term for dç I dz given by Eq. (3.5) is the term h(z) I rez,ki,lz). This is 
a very small difference because 

h h h (D34) =-r============= 
~h2 -e; ' 

( )

2 
2 2 2 ne 

h -e,. -nr.kin- --; 

using rer.kir,(z) I h(z) < 10-2 and reel r << h. With this estimation Eq. (D33) equals Eq. 
(3.5). 
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Appendix E: Derivation of the equations of motion in a 10 Me V linac with external 
static magnetic field 

In this appendix the equations of motion for the I 0 Me V linac are given for the case with 
static external magnetic .fïeld and without electromagnetic RF .fïeld. Because of the 
simpl~fïcations nwde in the absence of the acceleratinJ.? electromaJ,?netic .fïeld, the 
equations of motion reduce to those of a Lorentz force for a simple solenoidal magnetic 
field. 

In order to get better focussing in the linac, it is provided with eight focussing solenoids. 
These solenaids have lengths ranging from 6.2 to 23.8 cm and excitation currents ranging 
from 14.5 to 20.0 A. The total static magnetic field or vector potential of these solenaids 
can be exactly given in an infinite series. In [BOT88] the vector potential of these 
solenaids is given, provided Bl r=O,z) and its partial derivatives with respect to z are 
known. The vector potential only has a component Ae, the other components are zero. Ae 
is given up to third order in r: 

1 1 a 2 

A8 (r, z)=- rB 7 (r = 0, z)-- r 3
- (Bz (r = 0, z))+ .... 

2 16 êlz 2 · 
(El) 

The magnetic field Bz(r=O,z) can be derived from the scalar potential V,,lz), given by 
[V AN93]. This scalar potential V,n(z) on the axis of the solenoid is derived fora solenoid 
of length L, with radius a, with N closely spaeed turns and carrying current I. The scalar 
potential V"lz) reads, with z defined with respect to the center of the solenoid 

(E2) 

From this follows: 

L L 

Bz (r = 0, z) = -Jio j!_ \1,
11 
(z) = JioNI 

()z 2L 

z+- z--

~(z+~ r +a'-t-~ r +a' ' 
(E3) 

and 
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azz (B_(r=O,z))= JloNI 
"" ' 2L oz 

(E4) 

The components of the magnetic field are given by [BOT88]: 

B,. =-: Ae and 8 7 = ..!..i.(rAe ). 
uz ·· r dr 

(E5) 

The total vector potential then equals 

R 

Ae = L,Ae,;, 
i=l . 

(E6) 

with Ae,; the vector potential from the j-th solenoid. 

Now consider Hamiltonian K1 without electromagnetic RF field, soA,.= A< = 0 and with 
total vector potential Ae Eq. (E6) as a result of the static magnetic field. Then 
Hamiltonian K 1 reads 

kf ? 2 2 (ne * )2 K 1 =- h - h- - e,. - n,. - -- eAe , 
k r 

(E7) 
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in which A; = _c_· A8 . There is no longitudinal accelerating electromagnetic field, so dh I 
H; 

dz = 0, or h(z) = H(z) I Hi =i. Further Ae is a function of only randzand Ar= 0, thus Trr 

= Trr,kin and 

in which 

* ne.kin =ne.kan -erAe · 

(E8) 

(E9) 

It is shown that dpr I dt, derived from Eq. (E8), equals the radial component of the 
Lorentz force F = e\ixB. Using 

? de 
)'1nr--

ne,kin = dt Ve 

rn z.kin )'1nrv z v z 

and multiplying the equation for dn,J dz Eq. (E8) with Hi v2 1 c then yields 

dp,. [ Pe ,kan ëlAe l -=v8 -J-+e- . 
dt r- ëlr 

The term between brackets in Eq. (Eli) can be written as, see Eq. (E5) 

--+e-=--+e -+- = Pe,kan ëlAe Pe,kin (ëlAe Ae J 
r 2 ëlr r 2 ëlr r 

(ElO) 

(Eli) 

(El2) 
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and 

and 

Pfi,kin 

r2 

2 de 
pnr ~ 

dt ve 
---"2~=)1n-, 

r r 

dpr,kin V~ 
--=)1n-+ev0B

2
• 

dt r · 

E4 

(El3) 

(El4) 

The term e ve B7 on the right in dpr I dt Eq. (El4), equals the radial component of the 
Lorentz force F = áx Ë, because Be= 0. The term between brackets in Eq. (E8) equals, 
according to Eq. (E12), 

ne,kan êlA~ nli,kin c êl~A~) 
~-+c-=--+---. 

,. 2 êlr r 2 r êlr 

So Eq. (E8) and Eq. (3.9) equal 

dn,. = n~_kin + nfi,kin d~A~). 
d 3 2 dr Z r n z,kin r n z,kin 

For dr I dz the following holds: 

dr = dKI = 7r r,kin 

dz êln,. nz,kin 

Now consider the following equation: 

dnfi,kan dKI _ _;__=--=0, 
dz ae 

because K1 is independent of e. Thus 

(El5) 

(E16) 

(E17) 

(EIS) 
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ne,kan (z) = n!J,kan (0)' 

and the equations of motion, invalving the cylindrical coordinate e, are given by: 

and 

n!J,kan * 
---eAe 

r 
-'-----...L= 

rn z,kin 

nfl,kin 
.2 

I 1C z,kin 

Now, it is shown that dne,kinl dt equals the torque exerted by the Lorentz force: 

Pe.kin (z)= Pe.kan (0)-erAe, 

so 

--=-e- rAe =-e- rAe -+- rAe- , dpf!,kia d ( ) ( a ( ) dr a ( ) dz) 
dt dt ar dt ()z dt 

because Aeis a function of rand z only. Thus (using Eq. ES): 

dpe kin . ( ) --'-=e"·rB,.v,-B_v,.. 
dt , ' 

E5 

(EI9) 

(E20) 

(E21) 

(E22) 

(E23) 
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Appendix Fl: Numerical methods for the calculations in the 10 Me V linac 

In this appendix the numerical methad used far the calculatians in the 10 Me V linac is 
given and a motivatian is given why this methad has heen used. 

Consicter Liouville's theorem which is proved by [CON91] and can be statedas follows 
[CON91]: 

In the local region of a particle, the partiele density in phase space is constant, 
provided that the particles move in a general field consisting of magnetic fields 
and of fields whose farces are independent of velocity. 

Consicier a Hamiltonian from which the equations of motion satisfy the Lorentz force and 
all other equations of elementary physics exactly. Because of this theorem, symplectic 
integrators are reeommendeel by [SAN94] to solve the equations of motion contained in 
this Hamiltonian numerically. These integrators have the property of preservation of 
(oriented) area in phase space [SAN94] and thus satisfy Liouville's theorem. lt depends 
on the type of Hamiltonian whether a special type of integrator is symplectic or not. Most 
symplectic integrators described in [SAN94] are suitable for separable Hamiltonians, i.e. 
classica! Hamiltonians of the form H = T + V, with Tand V respectively the kinetic and 
potential energy. The relativistic Hamiltonian for the 10 MeV linac doesn't have this 
property. But there exists an integrator which is symplectic for general Hamiltonian 
systems. This integrator uses the PRK method, or partitioned Runga-Kutta method, with 
a certain combination of coefficients of the integrator [SAN94]. 

The PRK methad is implemented for the salution of the equations of motion contained in 
Hamiltonian K 1 for the 10 MeV linac. However, this methad is not popular because it 
needs very much computation time in comparison with other simpler methods. Another 
methad which is symplectic for at least linear Hamiltonian probierus is the midpoint rule. 
The midpoint rule needs considerable less computation time than the symplectic PRK
method. So the results of the calculations with the symplectic PRK-methad and the 
midpoint-rule are compared. With the stepsize used the results of the PRK-methad and 
the midpoint-rule differ less than 1 %o. This difference is much smaller than the 
difference between the results of GPT and the results of the Hamiltonian calculations, 
which is about 2 o/c. 

Fora one-dimensional problem, which has the form y' = .f(x,y) the midpoint-rule reads: 

=' +h* t·(x" +xn+l y" +yn+l Î+o(h'). 
yll+l ) 11 • 2 ' 2 ) (Fl) 

The midpoint rule is implicit because the unknown variabie Yn+l is needeel at the right
hand side of the equation. lff(x,y) is nonlinear in y then one gets a nonlinear equation 
which has to be solved. In the more dimensional case, as with the Hamiltonian 
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calculations for the I 0 Me V linac, Yn+I becomes a vector. If the equations are coupled 
then they have to be solved simultaneously. The equations of motion contained in 
Hamiltonian K 1 for the I 0 Me V -Linac are nonlinear in the dependent variables. But they 
can be solved using iterative methods. Then first all new values of the dependent vector 
components Yi.n+l are calculated explicitly, by means of the formula 

Yi,n+l = Yi.ll +d:*f(zn•.vn). (F2) 

Then the new values of Yi,n+I are calculated by substituting the last calculated values of 
Yi.n+I in the right hand side of the equation of the midpoint rule. This process is repeated 
until the values of Yi.n+l after a number of iterations are equal within 10 digits. This 
happens in about 6 or less iterations. So, to determine all Yi,n+l accurately, one needs to 
call about 6 times the function f(zn, Yn). This is rather time consuming in comparison 

with an explicit method which needs to call the function f(zn, .v") only once todetermine 

Yi,n+l· 

Calculations have also been performed with the Adams extrapolation formula which 
reads in one dimension [ABR70]: 

(F3) 

in which y;,_; eqLwls the derivate f at step n-i. A derivation of the Adams extrapolation 

formula is given in [LAM91]. The difference in the results of the calculations with the 
Adams extrapolation formula and the midpoint rule are very small, smaller than I %o .. 
This difference is much smaller than could be determined out of the graphs of the results 
of the two methocls. Further, this difference is much smaller than the difference between 
the results of GPT and of the Hamiltonian calculations. Because of the fact that the 
differences are very small and the Adams extrapolation formula needs only to call the 
function f(zn, )i") once and the midpoint rule about 6 times to determine .V 11 +1 , further 

calculations are performed using Adam's extrapolation formula. 
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Appendix F2: Reducing oscillations in the solution of the equations of motion 

Consicter the formula of dnr,kinl dz, Eq. (3.6): 

dnr,kin =, 11 (a11 r) k[k _ k h(z) ]· (2nn kr J n~ 
L... E11 " ( ) sm z + ", + 1 

dz 11 a" nz.kin z D r nz.kin 
(F4) 

The solution of this equation oscillates with a big, but damped, amplitude and a very 
short period of approximately D = 0.03333 m over a total length L of the perioctic part of 
the Linac, which equals L = 2 m. Thus, one is forced to use very small steps L1z to solve 
the equations accurately. Now, define a new variabie ié,., which reads: 

(
2nn J 

[ ]

cos - z+kÇ 
- /1 (a 11 ro) h(O) D 
nr = nr.kin + LE"(O) k k-k" ~) 2 dÇ ' 

n,11#l an nz,ki" 0 nn +k-1 
D dz z=O 

(F5) 

with all z-dependent terms in the summation of dnr,kin I dz Eq. (F4) and except m 

sin( l~n z + kÇ J replaced by constants given at z = 0. Then one gets: 

2nn +k dÇ 
D dz sin(2nn z+kÇ I, 

2nn +k dÇ I D ) 
D dz z=O 

(F6) 

Now, the only z-dependent term outside sin(2: z+kÇ J is the term: 

(F7) 

in which dç I dz depends onz. But k dç I dz is very small with respect to 2nn I D, because 
n :F 0 and D = 0.03333 m. Thus the z-dependent term Eq. (F7) is al most equal to unityin 
the whole perioctic part of the linac. Further, the index n = 0 is excluded in the 
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summatien in if,, because kt1ç is smaller than 2n in our calculations over the perioctic 

part of the linac. Therefore the term with index n = 0 does not give any contribution to 
the oscillations in dnr,kin I dz. The value of lrr,kin is needed in other eguations in the set of 
coupled first order differential eguations. This value can be calculated by means of the 
Eg. (F5). The amplitude in the oscillations of iE, is much smaller than the amplitude in the 

oscillations of lrr,kin· So, if one uses Eg. (F6) instead of Eg. (F4) in the set of first order 
differential eguations one can solve the differential eguations numerically egually 
accurate with bigger steps ,1z. The stepsize in the Hamiltonian calculations is determined 
in the same way as is done with the Hamiltonian calculations of the RTME, given in 
section 3.1. So the stepsize is halveduntil the results of the calculations with the last two 
stepsizes are in I 0 digits egual to each other. Then the stepsize eguals two times the final 
stepsize. The stepsize determined for the linac is & = 0.0004 mor 5000 steps over a total 
length of 2 m of the perioctic part of the linac 
The graphs of the oscillations in lrr,kin and iE, of the Hamiltonian calculations with an 

initia! phase c]J = kç(O) = 60°, r0 = 0.003 mand nr(O) = 0 are both given in fig. F.l. 
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Figure F.l: nr.kin as a function of z (solid line) and iE, as a function of z (dashed 

line) in the perioctic part of the Linac. The amplitude of iE, is smaller than 30% of 

the amplitude of lrr,kin in the whole perioctic part of the Linac. 

Because of the so-called power diffusion eguation [HAM97], the electric field amplitude 
of the electromagnetic field becomes a function of z. The E2-amplitude as a function of z 
is given by [HAM97], for different beam currents. The electric field amplitude as a 
function of z used in the calculations is the one with the beam current of 47 mA. In the 
perioctic part of the linac this electric field amplitude is approximated by a polynomial of 
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degree one. Because of the z-dependence of the electric field amplitude E,lz) in the linac, 
the vector potential Eq. (A4), with constant En replaced by E,lz), no Jonger satisfies the 
Maxwell-equations. In Eq. (D 11) it is shown that d7rr,kin I dz out of K1 equals cF,. I H;vz 
unconditionally. In this equation the z-dependence of the electric field amplitude of A,. is 
ignored. In GPT one has to define the electromagnetic field. In the definition of the 
magnetic field in GPT the z-dependence of the electric field amplitude is also ignored. So 
with this definition of the electromagnetic field in GPT one gets the same equations of 
motion as the equations of motion contained in Hamiltonian K1. 
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Appendix G: Listing and explanation of the input file for GPT 

In this appendix a listing and an explanation is given of the input file used to calculate the 
emittance growth of an electron bunch in the racetrack microtron. In GPT, lines beginning with a 
hash mark (#) are not executed, but are comment lines. The other lines are command lines for GPT, 
or in these lines variables are initialised. 

# GPT inputfile for test cavityfc with bending magnets 

# Increase accuracy for single partiele simu's 
accuracy ( 7 ) ; 

# Define cavity parameters 
L = 0.05 ; 
w = 2.9983e9 * 2 * pi ; 
ezef = 11.25e6 

phase = 0 ; 
phi -phase*pi/180 
fel 1.0 ; 
fc2 -4.48e-2 
fc3 -7.51e-2 
fc4 2.70e-2 

# Eenvoudige 10 MeV-bunch ------------------------------------------------------
--------------
# --particles parameters--

nps 91 ; 

Eo 0.987e7 

G -q*Eo/(m*c*c) 
bet a sqrt(l-G"-2) 
Gbeta G*beta 

dE 0.01 ; 

Rb 1.5e-3 
eps 2.25e-6 
divspr = eps/Rb 
div = -le-4 ; 
sigz = 5e-3 ; 

+ 

zb = -0.225 + 0.0011111 

1 

# Nurnber of particles 
# Kinetische Energy 

# [eV) = 9.92 MeV ln het numerieke model 
# Corresponding gamma 

# Corresponding beta 
# Corresponding garnrna*beta 

# Energy spread 
# Radius of the bunch 

# 100 % emittance ln pi m*rad 
# Divergence spread 

# Divergence 

startcyl("wcs", -0.005,0,zb, 1,0,0, 0,1,0, 
nps,Eo, "Uni" ,dE,Rb,div,divspr, "Uni" ,sigz); 
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Qtotal = -3.3e-12 ; 
settotalcharge("beam",Qtotal) 
setrmacro("beam",1e-4) 
spacecharge3d ; 

# Total charge 3.3 pC 

# Position cavityfc 
cavstart = -0.225 + L/2 ; 
cavityfc("wcs", "z", cavstart+O*L,ezef,phi,w,L, fc1,fc2,fc3,fc4 ) 
cavityfc("wcs", "z", cavstart+1*L,-ezef,phi,w,L, fc1,fc2,fc3,fc4) ; 
cavityfc("wcs", "z", cavstart+2*L,ezef,phi,w,L, fc1,fc2,fc3,fc4 ) ; 
cavityfc("wcs", "z", cavstart+3*L,-ezef,phi,w,L, fc1,fc2,fc3,fc4 ) ; 
cavityfc("wcs", "z", cavstart+4*L,ezef,phi,w,L, fc1,fc2,fc3,fc4 ) ; 
cavityfc("wcs", "z", cavstart+5*L,-ezef,phi,w,L, fc1,fc2,fc3,fc4 ) ; 
cavityfc("wcs", "z", cavstart+6*L,ezef,phi,w,L, fc1,fc2,fc3,fc4 ) ; 
cavityfc("wcs", "z", cavstart+7*L,-ezef,phi,w,L, fc1,fc2,fc3,fc4 ) 
cavityfc("wcs", "z", cavstart+8*L,ezef,phi,w,L, fc1,fc2,fc3,fc4 ) ; 

tiltang1e = 0.0698; # 69.8 mrad 

xac cos(tiltangle) 
zac sin(tiltangle) 

dz = 0.432e-3; 
xol -0.0347 - 0.08 + 0.7*zac; 
zol = 0.9857 + dz- 0.7*xac; 

xor 0.0141 - 0.08 - 0.7 *zac; 
zor -0.2874 - dz- 0.7*xac; 

4 graden 

map3D_B("wcs", xol,O,zol, xac,O,zac, 0,1,0, 
"mapl2.gdf", "x", "y", "z", "Bx", "By", "Bz" ,-1.00255); # 1.003*0.99955 
map3D_B("wcs", xor,O,zor, xac,O,-zac, 0,1,0, 
"mapr2 . gdf" , "x" , "y" , "z" , "Bx" , "By" , "Bz" , -1. 0 2 2 5 4) ; # 1 . 0 2 3 * 0 . 9 9 9 5 5 

map3D_B("wcs",0.19,0,0, 1,0,0, 0,1,0, 
"crmag.gdf","x","y","z","Bx","By","Bz",0.263520); # B 

map3D_B("wcs",0.25,0,0, 1,0,0, 0,1,0, 
"crmag.gdf","x","y","z","Bx","By","Bz",0.504875); # B 

map3D_B("wcs",0.31,0,0, 1,0,0, 0,1,0, 
"crmag.gdf","x","y","z","Bx","By","Bz",0.567413); # B 

map3D_B("wcs",0.37,0,0, 1,0,0, 0,1,0, 
"crmag.gdf","x","y","z","Bx","By","Bz",0.670715); # B 

map3D_B("wcs",0.43,0,0, 1,0,0, 0,1,0, 
"crmag.gdf","x","y","z","Bx","By","Bz",0.701110); # B 

105.408 

201.95 

226.965 

268.286 

280.444 

G2 
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rnap3D_E("wcs",0.49,0,0, 1,0,0, 0,1,0, 
"crrnag. gdf" , "x" , "y" , "z" , "Ex" , "Ey" , "Ez" , 0 . 6 9 2 018) ; # E 276.807 

rnap3D_E("wcs",0.55,0,0, 1,0,0, 0,1,0, 
"crrnag. gdf", "x", "y", "z", "Ex", "Ey", "Ez", 0. 686523) ; # E 274.609 

rnap3D_E ( "wcs", 0. 61, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 
"crrnag.gdf", "x", "y", "z", "Ex", "Ey", "Ez", 0.585938); # E 234.375 

rnap3D_E ( "wcs", 0. 67, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 
"crrnag.gdf", "x", "y", "z", "Ex", "Ey", "Ez", 0. 456543); # E 182.617 

rnap3D_E("wcs",0.73,0,0, 1,0,0, 0,1,0, 
"crrnag.gdf","x","y","z","Ex","Ey","Ez",0.19348); # E = 77.393 

G3 

map3D_B ( "wcs '', 0. 79, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, "crmag. gdf", .. x .. , 11 Y'', rr z 11
, ' 'Bx'', "By'', .. Bz",-

0.093323); # E = -37.329 

map3D_B ( "wcs TT 1 0. 85' 01 0 I l, 0 I 0 I 0' 1, 0 I 
11 crmag. gdf 11 

I rr x rr I ''y'' I 
11 z" I 

11 Bx 11 
I 

11 By" I 
11 Bz Tl I-

0.572633); # E = -229.053 

rrnax ( "wc s " , 0 . 4 5 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 . 5 5 ) 

tout(O) ; 
tout(2.59/c) 
tout(5.39/c) 
tout(8.39/c) 
tout(l1.59/c) 
tout(14.99/c) 
tout(18.59/c) 
tout(22.39/c) 
tout(26.39/c) 
tout(30.59/c) 
tout(34.99/c) 
tout(39.5/c) 
tout(44.3/c) ; 

The first line which is executed by GPT is the line "accuracy(7)" [GPT97]. The value 7 is the 
maximum accuracy with which commands can be performed in GPT. The variables in the next 
three I i nes which are initialised in SI units are L, w and ezef. Their physical meaning is 
respectively, the cell length of the cells in the cavity, the angular frequency and the amplitude of 
the electric field component of the electromagnetic field. In the following line the phase of the 
electron, at injection in the cavity with respect to the main accelerating wave is given. On the next 
line this phase is multiplied by -1 and converted to radians. In the next four lines the fourier 
coefficients of the electric field component of the electromagnetic field are given. Note that only 
the positive even, the zeroth, and the uneven negative coefficients are unequal to zero. For a 
standing wave the relation a 11 =-a·(n+ll holds. Then the lines from "#Eenvoudige 10 MeV bunch .... " 
to "spacecharge3d" are the lines in which the bunch of electroos with all its parameters is defined. 
The first parameter is the number of particles in the bunch, which is set at 91. Then the mean 
energy Eo in the bunch is set at 9.87 MeV. Then, in the next three lines G (iJ, beta (/]) and Gbeta 
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( yfJ) are calculated. The next parameter is dE, the total energy spread, which is set at 0.01, and this 
is a fraction of Eo and thus equals 0.1 MeV. Thus the minimum kinetic energy is about 9.82 MeV 
and the maximum energy is about 9.92 MeV. The following parameters are described in [GPT97] 
at the description of the command startcyl. The parameter sigz defines the bunchlength which is set 
at 0.5 cm. The wavelength of the electromagnetic wave is two times the cell Iength and the 
wavelength is I 0 cm. So the phase difference in the bunch between the beginning and the end of 
the bunch is about 0.5 * 360 I I 0 = 18°. The middle of the bunch I i es at zb + 0.225 = 0.001111 I m 
in the cavity at t = 0 s. The front lies thus at 0.00361 11 m and the phase at the front of the bunch is 
thus 0.0036111 * 180 I 0.05 = 13° and the phase at the end 13- 18 = -5°. So the initia! conditions 
roughly match the longitudinal acceptance (energy versus phase) of the racetrack microtron in 
GPT, see fig. 2.4. The transversal acceptance of the microtron is matched at the injection phase of 
zero degrees. The line with "Qtotal" defines the total charge in the bunch, which is set in the next 
line with the command settotalcharge. The line with command "setrmacro" sets the radius of the 
macro particles. More details on this command can be found in [GPT97]. The command 
spacecharge3d is an instruction for GPT to do calculations which include spacecharge effects. 
The line "cavstart= ... ", defines the position of the middle of the first cell on the cavity axis. The 
cavity length is 0.45 m, the cell length is L and the origin of the x, y, z axes is chosen at the middle 
of the cavity at the cavity axis. So the middle of the first cell is given by cavstart = 0.225 + L I 2. 
The next lines give the command cavityfc( ... ). Cavityfc.c is a code written in computerlanguage C 
which calculates the electromagnetic field which an electron experiences at time t and position (x, 
y, z) in a particular cel I. The cavity consists of 9 coupled cells. To implement the complete cavity 
in GPT, 9 cells of the cavity have to be implemented by 9 times calling cavityfc each with a 
position raised by L for a next cell, at the center of each cell. Note however that in the first cell the 
amplitude ezef is -I times the amplitude in the second cell and so on. 
The next line is "tiltangle= ... ". This variabie represents the tiltangle in rad of the bending magnets 
in the median plane, which is 4°. (see fig. 1.2). The normal vector in the median plane of this 
bending magnet or the new x-direction and the new y-direction have to be defined in GPT. This x
direction changes from normalvector (I, 0, 0) to normalvector (cos(tiltangle), 0, sin(tiltangle)) by a 
counterclockwise rotation of tiltangle of the left bending magnet The nonzero components of the 
normalvector are defined as xac and zac. The y-direction does not change. The variabie dz 
represents the correction of the positions of the bending magnets with respect to each other as 
calculated in chapter 2. xol, zol and xor, zor are the x and z-coordinate of the position of the left 
corner below of both the left and right bending magnet "Map3D_B( ... )" is the command which 
reads data stored in a field map which are respectively for the left and right bending magnet 
mapl2.gdf and mapr2.gdf. The last parameter in the command map3D_B is a multiplication factor 
for the magnetic field, which is applied because stronger excitation currents are needed than used in 
former measurements [WEB94]. 



The RTME in GPT Gs 

The next 12 commands map3D _B irnplement the correction rnagnets, see fig. 1.2. The input file for 
all these eaUs is crrnag.gdf, which describes the trapezoidal correction magnet model of chapter 2. 
The only differences in the 12 calls are the first parameter bebind wcs and the last parameter. The 
first parameter is the x-coordinate of the center of the correction magnet In the correction magnet 
model the maximurn magnetic field value in the bulk of the dipole magnet is 400 Gauss. The 
magnetic field values of the correction magnets used in the numerical model are given in the 
camment area. So the Jast parameter in the call map3D_B multiplied by 400 Gauss equals the 
value of the magnetic field given in the camment area. In this way the 12 correction magnets are 
irnplemented. The next cammand is the cammand "rrnax( ... )". With the values given in this 
command, all particles which are at a distance over 1.1 m frorn the cavity axis in the positive x
direction are taken out of calculation. Also particles which are at a distance over 0.1 rn frorn the 
cavity axis in the negative x-direction are omitted. With the cornmands tout in the inputfile the 
times at which the output is wanted can be defined. 



Technology Assessment 

This graduation study has been carried out in the group FTV (Physics and Applications of 
Accelerators) of the department of Applied Physics of the Technica] University 
Eindhoven. The application and development of technology is a major motive for the 
research activities of the group FTV, especially regarding the development of actvaneed 
partiele accelerators for the generation of intense electromagnetic radiation over a wide 
wavelength range and for generating ultra short electron bunches. 

In the group FTV, the linac (10 MeV linear accelerator)- RTME (10-75 MeV Racetrack 
Microtron Eindhoven) combination is being built for various applications, such as 
polymer irradiation, Free Electron Laser (FEL) studies and for studying alternative ways 
of generating electromagnetic radiation, especially in the ultraviolet (UV) domain. 



Dankwoord 

Dit verslag moest een hele verandering ondergaan, voordat het in deze uiteindelijke vorm 
tot stand kwam. Daarom wil ik een aantal mensen met name bedanken die hiervoor 
verantwoordelijk zijn. Op de eerste plaats mijn directe begeleider Addo Hammen, en ook 
zeker iemand die bij het afronden van dit verslag een grote rol heeft gespeeld is Jan 
Botman. Ook wil ik prof. van der Wiel bedanken voor de vele nuttige 
woordenwisselingen die ik met hem gehad heb, en verder ook iedereen in het 
cyclotrongebouw die aan een prettige werksfeer heeft bijgedragen. 

In deeltijd afstuderen heeft voordelen en nadelen. Een voordeel is dat in de uren, waarop 
je bij voltijds afstuderen gedwongen bent te wachten, je bij deeltijds afstuderen in de 
wachttijd vrije uren kunt sparen in je dagelijkse werk. Een nadeel is dat de totale 
afstudeerperiode zich over een relatief lange tijd uitstrekt. Degene die het mij bij FAGO 
mogelijk gemaakt hebben om in deeltijd af te studeren zijn Martin de Wit en Henk 
Schellen. Deze wil ik daarom zeker niet in mijn dankwoord vergeten. 

Tenslotte wil ik ook zeker niet mijn moeder in mijn dankwoord vergeten, bij wie ik altijd 
gedurende mijn gehele studie, als dit nodig was, aan mijn studie kon komen werken. 

Jaap 


